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TODAY, October 4, 1965, as classes begin at the Uni-
versity of California, Irvine, we begin not merely a new 
page in the history of Orange County and the Orange 
Coast-we open a whole new volume. 
The impact of this event ultimately will touch 
every facet of cultural, social, economic and civic life 
on the Orange Coast and throughout the county. 
Having been privileged to be active in the initial ?. 
effort to bring the newest branch of the University of ~1 
California to this area, the Orange Coast DAILY PILOT ili 
is pleased and proud to salute this momentous occa- ~j 
sion with this special edition. :~l 
Many obvious things can be said of the University :ii 
of California, Irvine. It is striking architecturally. It ii! 
has an exceptional faculty. It will bring new residents 
to this area numbering ultimately in the thousands. 
It will spawn new communiu.es. It will attract new com- ~l 
mercial and industrial development. It will have tre- ;. 
mendous impact on the cultural and political climate ! } 
of the area. It will bring wonderful new opportunities ~ 
for learning to our young people and to adults, alike. <; 
It will bring to our area great minds, great performers, 
great public figures from throughout the world. :·: 
It also will bring change-change that will be un· '.•· 
settling at times. Only the most romantic would as-
sume that the UCI story will be that "we all lived 
happily ever after." This is a dynamic area. The uni-
versity is a dynamic force. There will be moments of ··  
strain, of misunderstanding, of se·emingly conflicting iii 
needs and interests. There will be times when the news ='= ::~ from the campus will not be to the liking of all of us. 
There will be times when the action- or inaction-of ::~ 
the community will seem hurtful or frustrating to the 
university. 
The university and the community will rise above 
these transitory problems and be the better for them, 
as we both g1ain maturity and better understanding of 
our relationship. 
The youthful Orange Coast and the zestful, young 
univer · -· hare tremendous opportunity and gr.eat 
he community, as well as for UCI, the 
anding and richly rewarding work of 
at university has only just begun. 
great beginning, and the promise of 
rrows, that we proudly salute today. 
Important Part 
rhe Hope Rests • Ill Them 
By CHARLES H. LOOS 
For two reasons, October 
1965 will stick in Mike 
Grayston's mind for a long 
time. 
Today he started classes 
as a charter student at UCI 
and in 10 days, he will pick 
up his U.S. citizenship pa-
pers. 
Mike 
the university back in Ham- ,, 
ilton, Ontario ." 
He started putting his own 
money away for a college 
education after completing 
his sophomore year at Cos-
ta Mesa High School. 
Mike transferred to Cor-
ona del Mar High School 
for his last two years, grad-
tin . . 
Mike and Pamala See the Goal 
And Find It Worth Going After 
By MARY LYNN HARTMAN 
p amala W o o d is not the they were available daily 
kind of college freshman when students, faculty or 
likely to be lost on a list, any interested friend of UCI 
but she isn't taking any wanted to view the campus. 
chances. Whether a chemistry ma-
When the 17-year-old hon- jor who hopes eventually to 
or graduate from Western do research in combustible 
High in Anaheim was shop- fuels will have time 
ping for a place to begin her to spare for many non-
undergraduate studies in academic affairs now that 
__ c_he_m_1_· s_tr_ , _sh_e_a_p..._p_li_·ed_ fi_rs_t,_ _ c_la_s_se_s_are under way ~s_a _' ~----" 
Material for this special edition was prepar· 
ed by these members of the Daily Pilot Ed-
itorial staff. 
Charles H. Loos 
Education Editor 
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junior coDe1e hehind him, 
Mike is thinking about be-
coming a biologist. He . is 
particularly intrigued by 
exo-biology - the study of 
life forms other than those 
which exist on earth. His 
head is turned toward 
space. 
l!/ L~~~in~~~~ probably will 
:: lead him to graduate school. 
ii Three more years of un-
.· dergraduate work p 1 u s 
,:: graduate study add up to 
![[ a ~~:e su~a~fst:~;e~.amily 
;:: 
::: is not wealthy. Both of his 
:::. parents work. His father is 
l:[ a bricklayer whose own 
:~:.:;.'[ education was disrupted by economic necessity before 
he was able to finish high 
school. 
"It sounds corny, almost 
like something out of a sto-
ry book, I suppose," says 
Mike, "but it's true - my 
dad has told me he doesn't 
want his son to be a brick-
layer." 
Mike is the first member 
of his family to attend col-
lege. (He has two younger 
sisters.) 
He will get some finan-
cial help from home, mostly 
in the form of room and 
board while school is in ses-i:~ sion, but, for the most part, 
:~ he will be paying for his own 
~i~ college education. 
ri He'll do it by tapping a 
i:! savings account he's been 
r:: building through summer 
fJ jobs and by working 10-15 :!~ hours a week as a box boy 
~ in a local market while at-~li tending UCL 
~= ~~ PLANS AHEAD 
hip 0 u 
and then, when it did, I 
wasn't sure it would be en-
ough to really cover expen-
ses. I mean, without putt-
ing some strain on my folks. 
Private schools are pretty 
expensive. I would have to 
work more than I wanted 
to in order to make enough 
money to stay there. 
"My grades probably 
would have suffered and 
that would have meant the 
end of any hopes about 
graduate school. 
"I knew about UCI and 
figured that was the way to 
go. So, I enrolled at Coast 
for a year and waited for 
the university to open." 
To Mike, college is "the 
only way to make it these 
days" - the best path to 
financial and social secur-
ity. 
"But I'm not going to 
college just because I might 
get a high paying job when 
I get out. I look at it as a 
chance to improve myself 
-to learn something that 
will make me a better per-
son." 
Mike's interest in exo-
biology was sparked by a 
lecture he heard while at 
OCC. The talk was given 
by an Aeronutronic execu-
tive. 
"I'm interested in the un-
known," he explains, "and 
I can't quite believe that 
we're the only planet where 
life exists. 
•!',1 IJI , 1, 
' A1L 1'HvlU 
SPACE THE PLACE 
Mike Grayston 
without grades - work in 
your own way." 
Mike doesn't figure to be 
a big man on campus. He 
is shy ("Girls used to ter-
rify me," he laughs.) and, 
between work and studies, 
he expects to have his hands 
full. 
Mike won't be the cam-
pus athlete, either, although 
he enjoys handball and 
body-surfing ::md spends a 
lot of time riding a racing 
bike he bought. He wouldn't 
think twice about pedaling 
the three miles or so from 
his home to the UCI cam-
pus, but will depend more 
for transportation on a car 
he "inherited" from his 
father. 
"I fixed it up with my 
own money - nothing fan-
cy, some work on the en-
gine and a new electrical 
·system." 
BRADBURY FAN 
• 'F~shmen are hushed up 
at Berkeley - and on most 
other big campuses for that 
matter. At UCI everyone 
will have the chance to be 
heard - really do some-
thing, I mean. 
"After I graduate I can 
be proud of this school in 
a special way, knowing I 
had the opportunity to help 
get it off on the right foot." 
Though some of Pamala's 
friends have misgivings 
about her decision to come 
to UCI - "some wonder 
about the newness . . . be-
ing left out when it comes 
to certain sports and social 
activities" - her serious-
minded, honor student side 
could not be dissuaded. 
SMALL, ACTIVE 
"We'll have quite a lot of 
social life here," she coun-
ters, "because we are small 
enough for students to meet 
easily. I expect a great in-
teraction of students." 
Her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Ralph J. Wood Jr. of 
6396 Arnold Way, Buen a 
Park, are "greatly in favor 
of Irvine.'' 
''That's partly because 
they wanted me to live at 
home the first year," Pam-
ala says with a smile. 
"Seriously though, i t ' s 
more than not liking to give 
me up. They know that I 
want to continue being ac-
tive in student affairs and 
that at Irvine this can hap-
pen right away." 
He is not an avid reader, Actually, it already has 
but enjoys science fiction, happened. Pamala became 
SEEKING ANSWERS particularly the works of involved early in the sum-
"I really got jazzed when Ray Bradbury and Arthur mer in the activities of the 
I heard that talk. I don't Clarke. 50-student committee t h a t 
know how to put it in words, Vietnam and the possi- has studied different types 
exactly. I just like that sort bility that he might be of campus government, 
of thing. You know, re- drafted are on his mind. moving toward choosing one 
search, finding out things "I think it's right that we for recommendation to the ~ "I worked part time last by yourself. I guess I'm are there. I know the sit- interim constitutional com-
": year when I went to Orange the kind of guy who climbs uation isn't going to go mittee that will be elected ~ Coast and it worked out a hill just to see what's on away and if I have to help the first month of school. ~ pretty well," he says. "I the other side." I won't mind. But I don't ACTIVE ROLE I~:: was able to keep my grades Mike admits he has to worry about it too much. , 'The interim group will up-not as high as I'd like work hard for grades. He It's another good reason d t·t . to, but high enough. Work- for keeping your grades raw up a cpns I ution and h ·ai also admits he has qualms up." preS"ent it to the student 
l 
. i ing cuts down on t e soci about whether or not he b d f t"f' t· " P 
life, of course, but I've nev- can "cut it" at UCL He shows a keen inter- f Y o) r.a I IcSah1on,l am-
er really been a member est in current political prob- a a exp ams. e p ans to 
"I am worried. This is run for election to one of §~ of the social set anyway." probably the biggest · thing lems. "Sure these things j.n- the committee posts t µat 
~ Mike has done some ad- that's ever happened to me. terest me. After all, they will include three repr~sen­
!i: vance planning for his col- I'm pretty sure I can make affect my future . Why tatives from each c 1 a s s 
~ lege education. it, though. It's probably shouldn't I be interested?" and eight students at large. 
;:_· co~~;: ~i~ec~ 1f~~~ga 31~:'J! !~~~:; r~~tt~r u:~=n 8~~~~ in R~J~ An!~1!er~el~~ou~~ du~~~a\~ealss~m":{~;t'::~=~ 
kid, I guess. My parents over confidert. him. mailing assistance was 
have encouraged it and I «sometimes I think we "I can't help thinking the needed and most recently 
can remember how impress- put too much emphasis on Berkeley situation was a she joined a group that took ~ ed I was as a kid when our grades. It would be better farce. I can't see a riot at training as campus tour 
classes took tours through if you could learn things (Continued on Page 11) guides. Beginning Sept. 13, 
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e ture sessions and an hour 
di ussion period every 
w k to a history course, 
" restern Traditions." Be-
fo11 counseling she wasn't 
sure whether a final course 
would be French (''If I 
have to ... ") or biological 
science. 
ONE AT A TIME 
' ~: After studying the re-
quirements listed in the cat-
alogue, Dad and I decided 
I probably should be taking 
both chemistry and physics 
the first quarter, but be-
cat,se of my interest in stu-
dent government it seems 
be~t not to try to c .a r r y 
bot ," she reasons. 
At Western High where 
she earned a 3.96 grade 
point average ( 4.0 is per-
fect), her best subjects were 
chemistry, history and Eng-
lisl]. "I could pull less grade 
poiJ1ts easily," she replied 
wlrnn questioned about study 
hattits, "but I study because 
it's necessary." 
"~ began pushing in high 
school during my j u n i o r 
year when I first gave se-
riotJs consideration to how 
I would finance my college 
studies." 
The pushing paid off be-
cau~e Pamala is attending 
UCI on a state scholarship 
tha~t will pay $227 toward her 
college expenses. 
Slhe'll work, but during 
the summers only, primar-
ily to pay for her own 
clothes. Her wardrobe pur-
chases are supplemented 
wiUt some d r e s s e s and 
slli~s which she sews her-
self r 
NO PROBLEM 
Neat and attractive in the 
tracilitional all-American girl 
styl1e, Pamala seems to ex-
pect the same look to pre-
vail on campus. "I don't 
foresee any problems with 
regtJilating dress standards," 
she comments, "mostly be-
cau ~e the kids are proud 
enough of this new campus 
to want to keep it looking 
nic~ when students are on 
view.'' · 
Would S'Jle qate a boy who 
let his hair grow long or 
weats a beard? An empha".' 
tic "No." 
"I'm not interested in us-
ing my time to try to change 
anyone," says P a m a 1 a, 
"and I certainly wouldn't 
want to date a boy who has 
no more control over his 
personal habits than that. 
Loni~ hair on a boy smacks 
A SPECIAL PRIDE 
Pamala Wood 
of immaturity." 
Such an attitude is char-
acteristic of Pam, who says 
she "won't be sidetracked'' 
in her plans to graduate 
from UCI with the class of-
'69. After that she'll pursue1 
a master's degree and per-
haps a doctorate. 
''The doctorate is basic in ,, 
the kind of research work· ' 
l hope to do," she explains, 
"and since I'm aiming ip 
that direction it seems in· , 
evitable." 
"Of course all of my plans '. 
are in terms of aims right · 
now, but I'd rather set my 
goals too high than too low.'.' 
BIG CHALLENGE 
Being the best is import:: 
ant to Pam for a lot of rea:. ~ 
sons, but essentially be'· ,( 
cause she feels· the world 10£ . 
chemical research will ac· 
cept no less. "Being a worn· 
an won't hold me back if 
I'm as good as any man in 
the field," s h e reasorts. 
''The first impression -
that of being a woman ~, 
may be hard to overcome, ·: 
but once I can prove my · 
ability it won't matter." 
Pamala credits her inter~, 
est in chemistry to the per .. 
sonal help of a Western 
High School teacher, Gary 
Lindell, and the deductive" 
approach used in her in"' 
struction there. "It is the!, 
memorization tasks that lose 
most kids in chemistry, n ' 
she explains. "But with the ,, 
deductive approach y o u 
learn through experiment.~­
tion and there is very little 
actual memorization." 
Because she must devote 
so much time to study, Pam 
is strongly considering a 
move on campus, "perhaps 
even before the year is up '' 
"It would be easier to 
study in the dorm than 
at home where there alway 
is something else you feel 
you need to be doing anrl 
(Continued on Page II) 
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THE FACULT.Yi GATHERS: FROM FIVE NATIONS, FROM ACROSS THE U.S., UCl'S FIRST FACULTY STANDS SILHOUETTED IN THE SUNSET AT CONVOCATION 
IN 20 YEARS. 100 YEARS' ·woRJ( 
/ 
A Door Opens on Tomorrow:'UC 's, Challenge 
"It crackles, the whole place has "Do you know anything about bering about 300 and eight major 
an air of electricity about it. I can't what's going on around here," buildingsi plus other campus im-
remember when I've been more ex- snapped the little man. "I've got prov·ements worth more than $20 
cited about starting a school year,'' some equipment to move in here million. 
said the professor as he straight- and nobody seems to know where Lest that last figure frighten, or 
ened a stack of books. it goes." impress you, it is estimated UCI will 
His office smelled of fresh paint. "Well, I know something about have cost some $300 million by the 
A colleague stuck his head in what's going on," said the tall man, time it re.aches its ultimate 27,500-
the door. extending his hand in greeting and student capacity about 1990. 
"How am I going to t·each a lab breaking into an amused smile. The first 1,000 acres of the cam-
course," he fretted, "my equipment "I'm Chancellor Aldrich. What can pus were donated to the university 
is hung up somewhere between I do to help you?" by the Irvine Company, owners of 
here and Schenectady." Sights and sounds of the Uni- the vast Irvine Ranch which covers 
"Well, you can always lecture versity of California, Irvine, circa 20 per cent of Orange County. UC 
for the first week, or so," quipped October 1965- Regents have since purchased an 
the first professor. Only months, weeks, days ago, additional 510 acres. 
Outside, a group of workmen -=a=-r _..;:.t::.:h~e ..:::.s1~· !.:.:h:.::ts::.....==an:.:.:d=--=..:so:;.;;;u=n=d=s_.w ..... e=r...,...e"""o""'"f_ .'.=ac=k~- - The rine ,omnamr nr,omis~d 
~'.'I· ~ .. • 
million for the campus already has 
been approved by UC Regents, but 
plans for this money include only 
one major classroom building which 
will make a significant difference 
in-the number of stud·ents UCI will 
be capable of handling. 
This is a $9 million physical 
sciences building, which will in-
crease the university's classroom 
space by about 750 seats. 
Site work already is under way, 
but the building won't be ready un-
til 1968. 
After the first four years, uni-
vers~ty .offidals expect UCI enroll-
if what we have put together here 
will work as it was intended to." 
Dr. Jack W. Peltason, vice chan-
cellor for academic affairs, points 
out that "All of these things are 
inter-reliated-the quality of our li-
brary and of our labs will d·eterm-
ine, to a large extent, our continu-
ing ability to attrad quality facultv 
members and quality students and 
to develop quality programs." 
The problems are there, but 
then, nobody ever said it was going 
to be easy. 
And, there are also great ex-
ngat~tion!;! :t'l'.UTO]lTlllO' J'!l"IUl'ld etnll'\O 
also know something a b o u t the 
world around them. 
There will be the Pass-Fail op-
tion for students who want to take 
a course completely out of their 
field, but, at the same time, don't 
want to risk their grade point av-
erages and perhaps lose a shot at . 
graduate school. 
No Ivory Towe1e 
These are only a few examples 
of how UCI is taking a fresh look 
at academic programs. These and 
man class he will teach in 19 years. 
"I'm going to have a lot of fun 
teaching freshmen again," he s1aid. 
"Of course, it isn't all gravy. Teach-
ing upperclassmen is safer. You 
know exactly what to expect from 
upperclassmen because you know 
what material they were exposed to 
before they came to your dass." 
In the library elevator, an irrev-
erant freshman joked about the ad-
ministrative offices on the fifth 
floor. 
"We call the fifth floor heaven 
because that's where the gods hang 
out," he said. . 
Finds The Man 
In the gymnasium, an angry lit~ 
tle man rushed up to the tall gen-
tleman in the dark suit. 
Not Even a Name 
The " instant university" came 
alive today. Well, not quite instant. 
It just se·ems that way. Actually, it's 
been four years plus about two 
months since that hot July day in 
1961 when L. E. Cox, UCI's first 
employe, came to Orange County to 
get the project under way. 
The "project" didn't even have 
a name then. 
It has one now, of course, al-
though a mascot and colors, per-
haps some variation of UC's tradi-
tional blue and gold, have yet to be 
chosen. 
UCI also has 1,500 students, a 
118-member faculty, an administra-
tive and housekeeping staff num-
university. 
The community, now known in-
formally as "University City," is 
probably the first in history to get 
started with a university and a golf 
course. 
However, the first of a series of 
r.esidential communities which will 
become p1art of .the city, is now un-
der construction. A private Luth-
eran College also is slated for the 
area. 
Ultimately, the entire 44,000-
acre coastal region of the Irvine 
Ranch, including the area surround-
ing the university, is expected to 
become a carefully pl1anned urban 
setting for a population of 150,000. 
Enrollment at UCI itself is ex-
pected to be limited to about 2,000 
students for the first four y·ears. A 
1966-67 construction budget of $15 
As Chancellor Daniel G. Aldrich 
Jr. puts it: "What has taken Berke-
ley almost a hundred years and 
UCLA forty, we must do in twenty." 
With all this rapid growth, one 
might expect problems. UCI has 
some already. Nobody is denying. 
that. They range all the way from 
a 350-seat lecture hall without rest-
rooms to concern over whether UCI 
is trying to do too much too fast. 
In years to come, university of-
ficials no doubt will look back and 
chuckle about some of the pwb-
lems. Others aren't so funny. 
Chancellor Aldrich conced·es 
space will be one of UCI's biggest 
problems now that its doors are 
open. Necessary expansion of the 
libmry looms as another big one. 
"And there is, after all," he 
not·es, "the whole problem of seeing 
ment of psychobiology, one of the 
few if not the only one of its kind 
in the nation. It is a new term, 
but one that recognizes an old aca-
demic problem - that there are, 
after all, two kinds of psychologists. 
One deals with social problems and 
is, essentially, a social scientist. 
The other deals with basic animal 
functions, which determine behav-
ior and is, essentially, a biologist. 
In history, greater emphasis 
will be placed on cultural history 
as opposed to political history, 
which has dominated the college 
classroom for so long. 
The goal of the fine arts divi-
sion will be to combine the old 
function of the conservatory with a 
liberal education and, in the pro-
cess, turn out artists and perform-
ers of professional caliber who will 
Student f(eynote 
'We ·Are Small • Ill 
The potential impact - intellec-
tually, culturally and economically 
- staggers the imagination. 
There is already evidence, on 
the economic side, that the unis 
versity is helping to draw new in .. 
dustry. To the real estate man or 
retail merchant, the university it .. 
self is an industry. The arrival of 
students, who, according to plan .. 
ners, generate about as much in· 
come as a factory worker, but do 
not require the same amount of 
tax-supported services, enhances 
the economic picture. 
And no doubt, the university, by 
its very presence, will serve to cion .. 
stantly upgrade intellectual and 
cultural 1 e v e 1 s throughout sur .. 
rounding communities. This effect, 
usually a subtie one, already is be-
ing felt. 
Number, 
But We Have Much to Do' 
(Editor's Note : The follow-
ing remarks are those of 
Diane Holt. the 21-year-.old 
UCI junior who was chosen 
for the role of student speak-
er at the convocation which 
marked formal opening of 
the new campus.) 
Distinguished guests : 
What a truly beautiful 
campus this is! We are in-
deed fortunate to be able to 
pursue our education in such 
inspiring surroundings. It is 
very difficult to express the 
pride and honor that we all 
share as members of this 
California· at Irvine. And foundation for our future . have great importance and 
now on this important oc- It will be our responsibil- consequence. What each of 
casion, we have both come ity to take the tools that we us does will matter. 
of age. You and I are pre- gain and put them to good We must have much fore-
pared to seek a higher ed- use in continuing our intel- sight and vision when we 
ucation and the university lectual growth. plan for years to come. Will 
is prepared to guide us It will not be an easy task our institutions be strong 
toward our goals. to match the excellence of enough to endure the test of 
Before this day, the uni- the faculty and administra- time and growth? We must 
versity consisted of a two- tion. Yet we must try, and realize that by the year 
way partnership, that of the try we will. Like the staff 1990, when we are in our 
faculty and the administra- of the university, we have late 40's and are beginning 
tion. This was indeed an ex- the desire to make this cam- to watch our children enter 
cellent partnership for the pus a truly distinguished college, this campus will ac-
business of setting the foun- place of higher learning. We commodate 27,500 students. 
dations for Irvine. But until do not want this to be just This is a staggering figure 
today, this was not a com- "another school." As chart- compared to our beginning 
plete university, for what is er students, we do have the number of 1,500. 
a place of learning without opportunity to make very We are small Jn number, 
students? At this time, a significant contributions to but we have much to do. We 
first academic community three-way partnership is be- the present and for the fut- must mold the future of this 
of the University of Califor- ing formed: the faculty, the ure of Irvine. This is an op- campus by setting standards 
nia at Irvine. For even as administration, and the stu- portunity which comes once of excellence during the 
we share this honor and dents. Along with this part- in a lifetime. first few years, and by par-
pride, its expression must nership comes educational Since this is the first year ticipating fully in the part· 
remain an individual exper- op p o r tu n it i e s, chal- and we are few in number, nership of which we are a 
ience. lenges and responsibilities. we need not ·fear that we member. 
In 1961, when many of us It has been said by a will become lost in the This is a truly great day 
were beginning our first member of the faculty that crowd of a large student for the university, the stu-
year of high school, the "We care desperately about body. These fortunate cir- dents and our parents. To-
university was beginning its the individual student who cumstances will offer many day as these doors open, 
first year of preparation. As cares desperately a b o u t opportunities for individuals we are making history. As 
DAILY PILOT PHOTO we advanced along the road making sense out of his and groups alike, at Irvine. our late President John· 
FIRST ASSF.MBLY.· PACKED L:IOUSE GATHERS AT UCI FAC.ULTY CONVOCATION to higher education, so ad- life." . If we do care desper- This also means that each Fitzgerald Kennedy said, 
· · r~ ~ vanced t~f University of ately, we will build a stro1~~,.....g~p_r_o_je_c_t_w_e_un_d_e_r_ta_k_e_w_m __ '_'L_e_P_.;-u_s_b_e_g_in_._" __ ,..., _ 
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Res onsihili y· l(ey • Ill 
Student government at 
UGI will be more than 
young people playing col-
lege games or a few cam-
pus red-hots making deci-
sions that don't reflect the 
opinions of the whole. 
''A real experience in gov-
ernmenr is the way Cora-
lie Turbitt, assistant to the 
vice chancellor for student 
affairs, describes the plans 
for this vital phase of uni-
versity life. 
"Of course there will be 
the normal things for fun, 
too," she interjects, "but as 
Diane Holt, our student 
s p e a k e r at convocation, 
pointed out, the ·students 
here are willing to assume 
responsibility for their part 
in the three way university 
partnership between stu-
dents, faculty and adminis-
tration.'' 
And Coralie Turbitt ought 
to know. As student activi· 
ties adviser she probably 
had more direct contact 
with students before UCI 
actually opened than any-
one else on campus. 
FIRST STAGES 
As long ago as last win-
ter her boss, Vice Chancel-
lor Richard Balch, began 
visiting high schoo1s to re-
cruit young men and. wom-
en who might be interested 
in participating in the first 
stages of planning for UCI 
student government. Balch 
asked principals and deans 
to recommend students who 
could help his staff find out 
what prospective Irvine 
students were thinking. 
The result was a gigantic 
student committee - it 
grew as more and more stu-
dents heard about the meet-
ings and asked to be al-
lowed to participate. An P.S· 
timated 55 students really 
worked hard at the task 
over the summer months 
and ~hey elected Sam Down-
ing, a junior student from 
Newport Be a ch, general 
chairman. 
Because there were indi-
vidual areas of student re-
sponsibility to be research-
ed and to provide for better 
four sub-
ment division; Ann Dryden 
of Costa Mesa, a junior, pre-
sided in the activities sec-
tion, and Randy Codd, San· 
ta Ana freshman, headed 
the residence hall meeting. 
In addition, the group se-
lected juniors John Brad-
ley of Tustin and Vincent 
Healy of Lido Isle to organ-
ize the training of volunteer 
students as campus guides 
and to administer the tours 
as needed. 
FIRST STEPS 
Recommendation is the 
key word in the role the 
student committees h a v e 
played thus far. It has been 
their purpose to research 
each field as thoroughly as 
possible so that when the 
interim committees a r e 
formed officially in a caM-
pus election late this month, 
the most time - consuming 
digging for information will 
have been completed. 
Hopefully there will be a 
system of student govern-
ment in operation at UCI 
before Dec. 18-that's when 
the first quarter ends. 
Step by step, here is how 
it will go: 
Three interim government 
committees will be formed: 
-One to draw up a con-
stitution for eventual rec-
ommendation to the student 
body at large. 
-One to administer an 
activities program until an 
official Associated Students, 
UCI, can come into exist-
ence. 
-An honor code council 
to take the responsibility for 
drawing up the honor code 
statement and devising a 
way of enforcing it. 
A total of 20 students will 
be elected to the constitu-
tional committee - three 
from each class and eight 
from the student body at 
large; the activities com-
mittee (20 members) and 
the ten-member honor coun-
cil will require no class bal-
ance. 
DEADLINES SET 
Nominations for th es c 
:posts will be by petition and 
mterested students may 
up the official forms 
ature 
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TEMPORARY MASCOT: Mike Grayston holds UCI's 
temporary mascot, a ferocious dragon, up for the 
admiration of Coralie Turbitt, of the student af£airs 
calendared for F r i d a y, 
Oct. 22. 
When the interim consti-
tutional committee is pre· 
pared to submit a document 
to the student body for ap-
proval, the chancellor will 
decide how many students 
must vote to make the elec-
tion valid, and what percent-
age of the vote will consti· 
tute final approval. 
With a constitution to out-
line the frame work of cam· 
pus government in effect, 
elections can then be sched-
uled and as the ASUCI be· 
gins to function, the inter-
im committees will be dis-
solved. 
Are there any clues as to 
how the government is like-
ly to shape up? 
Plenty, but again they're 
only recommendations and 
Miss Turbitt expects much 
student discussion, perhaps 
in the form of public hear-
ings, before any conclusions 
are drawn. 
"We want first to elim-
inate the possibility of an 
oligarchy," says the stu-
dent advisor. "the kids 
looked into the Berkeley sit-
uation where a group of 
"The plan the committee 
has endorsed was found in 
use at Cerritos Junior Col-
lege and may be adopted at 
the University of Southern 
California. It offers a wide 
range of participation, a 
system of checks and bal· 
ances, actual experience in 
government and politics ... 
and it would accommodate 
our anticipated growth from 
1,500 to 27,500 students." 
FOLLOWS U.S. PLAN 
Tabbed simply as "Plan 
Seven" - because of its 
numerical position among 
the seven variations of stu-
dent council and student 
senate types of rule ex-
amined by the summer gov-
ernment committee - the 
favored plan is patterned 
basically after the federal 
government of the United 
States. 
If effected at UCI in the 
form recommended by the 
summer committee, there 
would be a president and 
vice president of the student 
body elected as a t e a m 
(though there was some dis-
sention over this point), a 
senate with the vice presi-
h i man and the 
111' 
Student Government 
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office, and Pamala Wood. Student body will vote 
later on official mascot, colors. 
(a maximum of 50 was rec-
ommended), and an advi· 
sory executive cabinet com· 
posed of commissioners, se-
lected from the s t u d e n t 
body at large by presiden-
tial appointment with the 
approval of the senate. 
A judicial branch would 
be selected from the recom-
mendations of the interim 
committee on the h o n o r 
code. 
Although the recommend-
ed plan of government is 
generally outlined in the for-
mal report submitted by 
Miss Alford and her com· 
mittee, the elective consti-
tutional committee also will 
inherit a good sized card· 
board box full of b a c k-
ground information collect-
ed in the summer research. 
It is conceivable t h a t 
while all these steps toward 
formation of a system of 
university government are 
being mastered by an in· 
fant student body, 1 i t t 1 e 
campus social life could be 
expected. 
Not so at UCL 
BUSY TIME 
. ~.l~eady the summer ac-
h v1 ties committee has plan-
hootenanny to an all cam-
pus dance on Saturday night 
attended by staff, faculty 
and students alike. 
Principal attraction of the 
week-end event was to 
have been nominations for a 
campus mascot, with draw-
ings of the suggestions on 
view all evening and a pre-
liminary balloting planned 
to put four or five favorites 
on an official list. The final 
choice will be made in a 
general campus election. 
The residence h a 11 stu-
dents took over arrange-
ments for the hoot a f t e r 
their arrival on campus 
Sunday, Sept. 26, at the re-
quest of the activities com-
mittee . Any official action 
of the summer residence 
hall committee was defer-
red until the 500 occupants 
could get moved in. 
"The group felt that ~my 
action on rul£> or regula-
tions should come from the 
students living there," Miss 
Turbitt explained. 
Aside from getting these 
social events off the ground, 
the activities group has 
worked hard at having a 
~r?ss-section of student op-
m10n ready to . hand to the 
ed during the summer to the 
then prospective charter 
students to determine their 
preferences about UCI pro· 
grams and traditions. "Our 
responses indicate a high 
interest in educational acti· 
vities - debates, speakers, 
dram at i c productions, 
events of this nature," Miss 
Turbitt revealed. 
"What we really wanted 
to do with this adivities 
committee is maintain the 
delicate balance of enthu-
siasm the student body is 
bringing to the campus,'' 
she continues. "Among oth· 
er things we '11 need to plan 
for dances, s p e a k e r s, a 
newspaper, a yearbook ... 
and until the ASUCI is form· 
ed, we will be borrowing 
funds from the university 
to get our activities program 
under way." 
PLENTY OF SPIRIT 
Perhaps the most import-
ant conclusion to be drawn 
from the questionnaire re· 
sponses has been the enthu· 
siasm shown for the adop-
tion of an honor concept 
system on campus. 
From the beginning there 
has been talk of an honor 
code for UCI, mostly due to 
the reputation that V i c e 
Chancellor Balch has for 
treating college students as 
adults and expecting them 
to live up to that standard. 
After tabulating the student 
opinion and completing ex· 
tensive research on cam· 
puses where the honor 
concept structure already is 
in use - UC, Davis, and 
Stanford University in par-
ticular - the summer com-
mittee has prepared a for· 
mal report with recommen-
dations to be passtd on to 
the honor code council to be 
elected at large later this 
month. 
''The committee had to 
first discuss what h o n o r 
means . . . . decide how t/) 
breathe life into a concept 
one should already have,'' 
Miss Turbitt points out. "In 
the different codes we stud-
ied we looked for the range 
of responsibilities perform-
ed by students, the type of 
machinery used for enforce-
ment and methods of orien-
tation." 
w the committee 
honest, forthright and trust-
worthy at all times and un-
der all circumstances. Ev-
ery student would be pre-
sumed to be honorable at 
all times, to possess inte-
grity in the fullest sense 
and would be treated ac: 
cordingly .. .'' 
Wording of the offic1:a.1. 
honor code statement anct 
decisions about the mech-
anics of enforcing it will, of 
course, be left to the first 
elective honor code council. 
But Miss Turbitt anticipat-
es that it is certain to in-
volve academic and non· 
academic areas alike. 
''On the academic side, 
there would be no proctors," 
she explains. "If someone 
observes cheatin -· he could 
simply say aloud, 'Someone 
in this room is che~ting,' or 
turn the person in to the wel· 
fare council or whatever en· 
forcement group is form-
ed." 
"But it's more than that,' .. 
she continues. "Books could 
be left anywhere without 
fear of having them taken, 
students could be count· 
ed on for honorable conduct 
downtown. . . and we are 
hoping for no lock-out in 
the residence halls. Those 
days are past. . . the uni• 
versity should not have to 
take the reponsibility for 
what a student should know 
already. If one decides to 
run around all night, then 
assuredly he will flunk out 
anyway. 
"It's a matter of the ad• 
ministraton not affronting 
the honor of any student by 
policing him,'' she conclud· 
es. 
There probably will be 
some kind of "welfare coun• 
cil" to take the responsib~ 
lity for investigating viola• 
tions, calling and trying~ 
accused and recommending 
action to the chancellor. ~c· 
cording to Miss Turb1tt. 
Penalties could range fro~ 
a reprimand, to aut_omatiC 
failure, to suspens10n, or 
perhaps, expulsion. In th~ 
case of expulsion, thule dm;;; 
versity president wo 
required to act. 
Everything - the ho~or 
code, a useful activi~ies 
program and a respons1bl~ 
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WARMEST WELCOME ••• 
To the Faculty, Students, and Administration of The Uni· 
versity of California, Irvine. 
We are proud, grateful, and privileged to be a part of 
this wonderful community in which the special contribut· 
ions of The University will mean so much to us all. 
Whatever your needs may be-for meetings, seminars, 
conventions, banquets-or just plain good, old-fashioned 
relaxing, the Staff of The Newporter Inn is at your 
service. 
George D. Buccola 
President 
HIGHWAY 101-A at 
JAMBOREE ROAD 
NEWPORT BEACH 675-1700 
Realty, Inc. 
"THE SIGN OF SPECIAllZEP SERVJ.CE'' Welcome& '/J o/ C !Jrvine 
ATTENTION: CUSTOM BUILDE·RS 
LEMON HEIGHTS HOMESITE with Beautiful view of Valley and Saddle Back. 2 1 o ts totaling ap~ 
prox. 1 % acres. Full price $32,000. Terms. 
673-7621 Eves. 548-6966 
IVY LEAGUE ATMOSPHERE 
Charming 2 story Cape Cod home. Spacious - 1900 sq. ft. Gracious - Formal liv. room & family 
room. Everything for your comfort & convenience including the down-to-earth prioe of only $34,950. 
It has a POOL, too. 
548-1161 - Eves. 642-2253 
NEAR UNIVE'RSITY 
Permanent, beautiful, panoramic VIEW of ocean & bay from this lovely 3 bdrm., 4 yr. old home on 
choice corner in Harbor View Hills. Just the rig ht distance from the freeways, University of Irvine, 
and the new Irvine Center. Asking $42,500. 
673-9200 Eves. 675-5719 
FOR THE PRUDEN'T PR·OFESSOR 
Cozy 2 bdrm. home + 2 bdrm. guest apt. above o versize garag·e PLUS guest or bachelor quarters 
off the patio. Carpets, drapes & stoves included. Price $43,500 wit.h .excellent terms. 
675-3000 Eves. 548-8868 
SECLUDED,TREE SHADED MODERN 
in Costa Mesa. 3 Bdrm. 2 bath. A home where the family can live in privacy. A large tree-shaded 
yard surrounded by a hedge. A modern, all electric kitchen. Many, many blt-ins. A real buy at 
$25,950, and owner will sell F.H.A. See this one~ 
548-1161 Eves. 675-0993 
AN OCEAN VIEW PLUS PERFECTION 
inside and out! This Prestige Home has been immaculately maintained. 3 bdrm. + family room. So 
shining clean - it's better than new! Only $45,000. Please call for app't. 
675-3000 Eves. 673-0554 
CAMEO HIGHLANDS 
Owner leaving for the East. 3 bdrm. + family room with all the deluxe features PLUS View. Of· 
fered for quick sale at only $38,950. Wait 'til you see the entry-way! 
675-3000 Eves. 673-0554 
WATCH THE ·BOATS GO BY 
... on the tip of Balboa Peninsula. 9 bdrm. fixer-upper with 45 ft. of bay frontage. Priced at ONLY 
lot value! Please call for details. 
673-9200 Eves. 548-6966 
Costa Mesa Office 
1696 Newport Blvd. 
LI 8-1161 
Newport-Balboa Office 
2025 W. Balboa Blvd. 
OR 3-9200 
Corona del Mar Office 
2407 E. Coast Hwy. 
OR 5-3000 
lli_l§_~_~_§_§ _§ _~ -~-~-§_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,:;.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~-~~~~~~----------1:===========================·::==============-:_'========= 





NGS AN OAN? 
Yes, we've selected chefs from six top restaurants to prepare gourmet 
delicacies for you on six different days. An l.B.M. computer will produce 
complimentary recipes from any spot on the globe. 
We specialize in the future, but the most important time is right here, right 
' ' · a e · · r~t annual __ 
L) f., U I £ .J V 1/£ I v i lj {5 "-' LJ i---:,r~ i r~~ "' I' v V "" ' . 
met Week"? If you can spare $5000.00 for mstance, you'll be $248.50 richer 
next October. That's because at Costa Mesa Savings your money earns 4.97% 
when COMPOUNDED DAILY at our cur-
rent annual rate of 4.85% and held for a co~Tff MPSff -~f"VIN~s 
year. Come down, join the festivities, we'll Ul\l ~ lL \1 U\l \J 
be waiting to cater to you. Costs no more and LOAN A OCIATION 
than an ordinary chefiess savings and loan. Newport at 19th, Costa Mesa, California 
Photographed foods from Richard's Lido Market 
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UCI 
On March 23, 1968, the 
University of California will 
celebrate its lOOth anniver-
sary. 
It was on that date in 1868 
when Governor H. H. Haight 
signed into law the bill 
which established the Uni-
versity. The date is marked 
throughout the sprawling 
University system e a c h 
' year as Charter Day. 
The University actually 
opened its doors in Septem-
' ber 1869 at the College of 
California site in Oakland 
Prou(l -and Far-Flung System 
while buildings were being Besides lts nine major 
erected ·on the permanent campuses, the University 
campus in nearby Berkeley· encompasses almos · 100 re-
Classes began on the Berk= search and experimental 
eley campus in September stations, two nuclear labor-
1873. atories and a statewide ex-
Established as a land- tension division s er vi n g 
grant institution and state about 200,000 persons. It 
university, the University of even operates an airport 
California now has nine ma- · (on the Davis campus). 
jor campuses (10 if you This year, there will be 
count, as some do wryly, close to 80,000 students on 
the facilities at Los Alamos, the nine major campuses . 
N. M., operated for the The University's 1964 enroll-
Atomic Energy Commission ment of 62,000 at all cam-
by the University.) puses is expected to rlouble 
during the next dec;:ide. By 
the year 2000, an ~stimated 
330,000 students wili be en-
rolled in the University of 
California. A University de-
velopment plan envisions 
five new campuses by the 
year 1976. 
The University budget ex-
ceeds $500 million. Because 
of its record of research ac-
complishments, thP Univer-
sity receives more than half 
of its total support from the 
federal government. The 
operating budget is supportm 
·ed largely by appropriac 
tions from the state Legis-
lature. 
There are 10 Nobel Prize 
winners on the staff of the 
University of California, 
more than any other insti-
tution in the world. More 
than 80 members of the Uni-
versity faculty are affiliat-
ed with the National Acad-
emy of Sciences - more 
than any other institution 
in the nation. Election to 
the academy is one of the 
highest honors that can 
come to an American scie 
entist. (Dr. Ralph Gerard, 
dean of UCI's graduate di-
vision, is a member.) 
The nine major campuses 
include UC, Berkeley (es-
tablished 1868), San Fran-
cisco Medical Center (es-
tablished 1873), Davis (es-
tablished 1905), Riverside 
(established 1907), Los An-
geles or UCLA (establish-
ed 1919) , Santa Barbara (es-
tablished 1944) and San Di-
ego, Irvine and Santa Cruz 
(all established 1957). 
The University is gov-
erned, under the state Con-
stitution, by a corporate 
body known as The Rege&1ts 
of the University of Califor-
nia, composed of eight state 
officials and 16 prominent 
citizens appointed for 16-
year terms. (Some observ-
ers say appointment is akin 
to knighthood.) 
President of the Regents 
is Governor Edmund G. 
Brown. Chairman is Ed., 
ward W. Carter of Lo~ An-
geles, president of Broad· 
way-Hale Store-;, Inc. 
Heading all <>ampuses of 
the University is Dr. Clark 
Kerr, who was appointed 
its 12th president in 1958 
after serving sbr years as 
chancellor of the Berkeley 
campus. A<lministration of 
individual campuses is un· 
der chief campus officers 
known as chancellors, 
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"Where Service Makes it a Better Buy'' 
PH. 673-5477 
Corona Del Mar Pharmacy 
"The Prescription Pharmacy" 
Phone 673-9110 
The Finest Furniture and Interior Design 
3810 E. Coast Hwy. 




Stationery - Ribbons - School Supplies · 
3309 E. Coast 1-f wy. 
pacifi~ mod·el centre 
TRAINS • BOATS • PLANES 
2824 E. Coast Hwy. 
9UALITY MEATS 
3009 E. Co•st Hwy. 
.Today's·. UCI Student: 
"F·.··Some Hopes and Fears 
\· ;~~iQ. Why did you choose 
t.ICI? 
::•·'lJonna: . There were prac-
"'' ~-eal reasons of course -
UCI is near my home (0r-
?1Jge) - and the staff in my 
field (English literature) 
w-as an attraction. Then, I 
~~fuk, because I liked the 
t~ea of being part of a new 
u,niversity. 
f:~· Ronnie: I have always 
Wanted. to attend 'the Unie 
versity "f California. There 
was the· ·problem of num-
bers at UCLA and Berkeley 
knd I feel that when you 
liave a great number of peo-
ple you are bound to have 
some confusion and I feel 
that I will have more of an 
,~tmosphere here than at, 
~ay, UCLA. • 
~ . . 
·.i, Andrea: I just felt the 
ireat~st opp·ortunity for me 
was here. It will give me a 
Ohance to g r o w with the 
s.chool. 
~ ~John: · Because those of 
ns who are charter students will be given the opportu-
h.ity to form some of the 
traditions and help form the 
l)afic student policies. And 
because the faculty has 
been gleaned from all over 
the country - all over the 
iworld really - and we are 
starting out with a faculty 
~nd administration noted on 
various campuses through-
~ut the country and this is 
~ -great advantage. 
'i. Q. What is the biggest sin· 
gle problem,facing the lJ.S. 
~day? 
y Ronnie: I think the big-
. es roblem is automation 
A -Panel on Today's Issues 
the people involved in the admired was John F. Ken-
space program. nedy. 
John: John F. Kennedy. 
Q. Where would you And I think one of the greate 
choose to go, if, right now, est statesmen e v e r was 
you could travel any place? Winston Churchill. 
Donna: Southeast Asia. 
Ronnie: Majorca. 
Q. Do you think consciouss 
ly about the possibility of 
nuclear war? 
Andrea: To the Soviet · - · -
Union because I would like Donna: I think it would 
to see exactly how the peo- be detrimental to one's 
ple live there. health to think consciously 
Q. How important to you 
is college football? 
John: As far as UC! is 
concerned, I am not too an· 
xious to see the football 
team evolve because we 
don't have the facilities for 
jt and, since we are new, 
I don't think the games 
would be very exciting. 
Andrea: At any other uni-
versity that is well r-~ab­
lished I think it ~s definite-
ly important. It brings stu-
dents together and helps ;. · ·;m/ 1 
build pride in the school. 1i'11 11 ", 
But as long as we don't have 
the facilities at UCI, I think 
it's better to wait. 
Q. What do you think 
about fraternities and so-
rorities? Would you join 
one? 
Andrea: I would join one, 
but not until after the uni-
versity has grown. I think and often about nuclear 
war, but I'm sure many peo-
ple do think about it. Per-
haps it is more of a sub-
conscious thing. It is some-
thing that we as a nation, 
r1 of eo le are 
should be kept under conw 
trol and I don't think there 
really will be one now. 
John: I don't consciously 
think about it. However, 
when Red China exploded 
its first nuclear device, I 
couldn't h e I p wondering 
whether a nation with a 
population in the billions 
would handle this power as 
sanely as the Soviet Union 
has to this time. Do they 
realize, or do they care what 
effect a nuclear war would 
have since their numbers 
are so much greater than 
the numbers of people in 
other nations. To them, los-
ing several million people 
would not have the same 
effect as it would here in 
the United States. 
Q. What is the purpose of 
the university? 
Donna: The primary pur-
pose of a university is to 
teach people how to think. 
Once you have achieved 
this, then the student has 
the tool with which to go 
on and really digest and 
analyze, to agree or dis-
agree with anything he 
might encounter. He has the 
tools to face life sensibly, 
to make a contribution, we 
hope, to society in general. · 
Ronnie: To teach a per-
son tc think logically. 
Andrea: One of the pur-
poses, I think, is to teach 
you to better understand 
your fell ow man. 
John: When I came out 
of high school I thought I 
was educated. Now that I 
have had two years of col-
lege, I see things a little 
. . al· 
have. It brings the student 
body together. 
Ronnie: Also, it can serve 
as a training ground. 
Andrea: It's a vital part 
of education because you 
learn how to work with oth-
er people, how to overcome 
obstacles, how to make de· 
cisions and stand by those 
decisions and, if you are 
wrong, you still learn. 
Donna: I think to get the 
full benefit out of the uni-
versity you should partici-
pate in student government. 
Q. How i s the Vietnam 
situation affecting your life? 
Do you think the U.S. ought 
to be in Vietnam? 
Ronnie: It's unpleasant 
to have to think about the 
possibility of going to Viet· 
nam, but I'm very sure that 
if I am drafted I will go to 
Vietnam because the prob-
lem will be there and it will 
remain there for quite a 
while. I don't think any so-
lution is going to come with-
in the next 15 years. 
Should we be there? I 
would say no. But that's a 
qualified no because we are, 
in my opinion, doing the 
same thing in Vietnam that 
the Russians are in Berlin. 
It's just a reversed situa-
tion in the way that if they 
allowed free elections in 
Berlin, the Berliners would 
most likely choose to go 
West and if we allowed free 
elections in South Vietnam 
they would most likely go 
North because they want to 
be a unified country. 
Donna: This question 
doesn't only affect young 
men who might be drafted. 
Vietnam is a powder keg 
and has implications which 
effect everybody, not just 
Donna Evers {Mrs. Robert J.}, 25, 
of Orange. She is a graduate of 
the University of Michigan, will 
be working toward a master's de-
gree in English literature at UCI, 
plans to teach. 
John Bradley, 22, of Tustin. A ' 
graduate of Fullerton Junior Col- 1 
lege, he will be a junior at UCI, 
majoring in English. He expects to 
do graduate work in business ad-
ministration, plans a career in gov .. 
ernment or corporate business, 
possibly in public relations. 
Andrea Anderson, 18, of Garden 
Grove. A graduate of Boise 
Grande H i g h School, she is 
freshman at UCI, plans to ma· 
in psychology, is not yet 
she will do after college. 
0 ~ g 
_now that our most pressing 
problem is our foreign pol-
icy - the Vietnam situa-
tion and all of southeast 
Asia. I think it's something 
that concerns most of the 
male students at the univer-
sity. 
Donna: Size - the num-
per of people in our coun-
·try, the number of people 
y:i the world, and all the 
problems that each person 
pas to face to find his place 
in society today and to find 
a life in this large mass of 
people that will have mean· 




it. Q. What bugs you the 
fiost? 
' ;~ Ronnie: Communication 
~etween people. I mean, 
·}rou can't really be your-
1 ~elf. You can't be frien~y 
becau.se people are susp1c-
, -lous if you are friendly. 
They think, well I wonder 
what he is being friendly 
for", what does he want, or 
~omething like this. I sup-
'pose they have a reas9n, 
I ~i; :.J>~t I don't think it should be 
1:that way. 
1~,, 
1··: Q. Who do you admire 
: most in the field of science? 
', John: It's hard to single 
: out any one person. I guess 
l'd say Werner Von Braun 
and all his associates - all 
- .~ . 
O_ctober: ~g J965 
now it's more important for 
the university as a whole to 
grow before we start split· 
ting up into smaller groups. 
Ronnie: I agree. As long 
as we are small, we really 
don't need a small division 
to divide us more than we 
are already. I think that 
,once we do grow Greek let-
ter societies will become a 
very important part of uni-
versity life. 
Donna: I was a member 
of a national sorority and I 
think it can be a fine thing. 
After all, any organization 
is what the people who are 
in it make it. 
Q. · Who do you aclmJre 
most in politics? 
Donna: President Johnson 
comes to mind first, of 
course. I think he is an ex-
ample of a fine statesman 
and is fulfilling an office 
that has tremendous pres-
sures. He wears very well. 
(Donna continuing) Anoth-
er person I admired very 
much was John F. Kennedy. 
One of the reasons is that 
he did a lot to revive the 
feeling that politics, as they 
involve young people, are 
important. 
Ronnie : There is one man 
in Los Angeles who I ad-
mire very much and that 
is Councilman Gilbert Lind-
say. He does quite a bit for 
his distiicit and he repre-
sents his people. He doesn't 
send his secretary out to 
say he can't see you. He 
goes out into the neighbor-
hoods, walks and stops at 
people's houses. It's very 
rare to find someone like 
that. 
Another person I admire 
is Charles DeGaulle. I don't 
care to say why. 
Andrea: The man I most 
-... -.,., .. -., .. -~uvr-.u·~-...=--..-.---~.......---,_..,--.----...,,,_e _p_o_.m_,t~1s_w_e_ar_e_,,t_e_r_e ________________ _ 
now and to withdraw would Ronnie Ridgle, 17, of Los Angeles. 
We are living in a kind 
of tension that I don't think 
has been duplicated in his· 
tory. It's interesting to spec· 
ulate on the effect of this un-
derlying tension on people. 
After all, a nuclear war 
would involve everyone -
men, women and children 
- not just an army fighting 
off in a field somewhere. 
Ronnie: I don't think too 
much about nuclear war. I 
was reading about the re-
search being done on gases 
and to me that's much more 
frightening than nuclear 
war. I think, though, that it 
is impossible to dismiss the 
possibility of nuclear war 
because we are always read-
ing about it. At one time 
I thought it was inevitable 
and that there would be a 
third world war, but I think 
we are coming to the point 
now that we realize the sit· 
uation is too dangerous. 
Once we get everyone work· 
ing on that theory, I think 
the threat of n11.clear war 
will be ·a different matter. 
Andrea: I think that ev-
eryone does think about it. 
It's always on your mind. 
It's not really conscious un· 
til it is brought up in the 
light of some new weapon 
that has been developed. 
Most people agree that it's 
terribly dangerous, but it 
j 
Q. How important is stu-
dent government? 
John: Personally, I think 
student government is a 
most important aspect of 
any university. It is some-
thing the university must 
be to lose a great deal of A graduate of Dorsey H i g h 
world prestige. School, he will be a freshman at 
John: I am very consci· UCI, plans to major in political 
ous of it because it's in the science. He hopes to enter law 
papers every day. It dis· school a#er graduating from ucr. 
turbs your peace of mind. I · l"t" 
Peace of mind is a very p ans a career in po 1 1cs. 
important thing when you DAILY PILOT PHOTOS 
are in an educational situa· 
tion. Vietnam is on the mind 
of every college male. It 
bothers me more than the 
threat of nuclear war be· 
cause Vietnam is something 
that is before us right now. 
No, I don't think we be· 
long in Vietnam. 
Q. Is the newness of UCI 
a drawback? 
faculty compose the univer-
sity. The enthusiasm from 
both couldn't be higher. 
most important step to an politics. I don't think they 
understanding of such basic have a good enough under-
questions as why are we, standing of government. 
John: No. We have a fac-
ulty that has been more or 
less hand-picked. We have 
Physical :liaci!lities which I 
would saiy are second to 
none. 
Andrea: We also have an 
air of enthusiasm because 
both faculty and students 
are coming here with the 
idea that they are here to 
help build a university. 
Sure, some of the buildings 
aren't finished and all the 
landscapdng won't be in, but 
1Jhe students and the faculty 
will make the educational 
climate. 
Donna: The students and 
Q. What do you think of 
communism as a form of 
government? 
Ronnie: I don't think 
we're equipped to talk about 
communism because we 
haven't been educated, we 
have not been told anything 
about it really, except that 
communism is bad. 
where are we and what's 
out there. 
Ronnie: I question wheth-
er it's important to lmow 
what's in space. I mean, if 
there are other people like 
us out there and we find 
them, how are we going to 
communicate with them -
we can't even communicate 
with ornrselves here· on 
earth. 
Andrea: It's important. 
Q. Do you think American For one thing, it might lead 
news media accurately por- t.o some answers about our 
tray what's going on in the own population problems. 
world? 
Ronnie: I feel that the 
portrayal of the world sit-
uation is true as far as it 
goes, and in many cases, in 
fact in most cases, it's very 
accurate. But for some rea-
son our newspapers have a 
sort of a communist phobia. 
Donna: It's always diffi-
cult for laymen to under-
stand completely why sci-
entists do what they do. At 
one time I am sure people 
wondered why Galileo spec-
ulated about some of the 
things he did. But now, with 
hindsight, we can see how 
important it was. I think 
space exploration is a very 
worthwhile task. 
Donna: The President has 
to provide inspirational lead-
ership, to wake people 'llp 
and make them interested 
in politics. The way he can 
do this is by being a states-
man, by being a good man 
in office. 
Ronnie: There are two 
things that should be done 
in this country. One is in 
the field of human relations, 
the o t h e r in education .. 
There's nothing to promote 
good human relations in this 
country. Education ties in 
because we need to learn 
about other peoples in the 
world. We need to become 
more a part of the world 
instead of being separate 
and we are separate no mat-
ter what you say. Sure, we 
are in Vietnam and all over 
the place, but we are not 
really involved except mon· 
etarily, mostly. John: A lot depends upon 
the reader, I would say. I 
me·an you have to be dis-
cerning and look for both 
sides of the story. It helps 
if you read more than one 
newspaper or news maga-
zine. 
Q. What excites you mo.st 
Q. Assuming you had the about being among the char .. 
necessary qualifications, ter students at UCI? 
Q. Would you like to go 
to the moon? 
Ronnie: No, there are too 
many problems here. 
Donna: I'm satisfied to 
leave it to the astronauts. 
Q. Is the great effort this 
country is making in space 
exploration worth the price? 
would you consider running 
for President of the United 
States? 
Ronnie: I would. Unfor-
tunately, it takes too much 
money, but I would get the 
money somehow, because 
I think I could do a -good 
job. 
Q. If you were President 
what would be the single 
most important thing you 
would hope to accomplish on 
the domestic scene? 
John: It's an over-all £eel .. 
ing of being part of a new 
university. 
Andrea: It's a sense of 
pride because right now our 
whole country, our whole 
staite and much of the coun-
try is looking to UCL 
Ronnie: W e 11, just the 
idea of performing. This is 
going to be my first quar-
ter in college. And being 
away from home for the 
first time, I guess. And we 
get to establish traditions., 
ANSWER-SEEKER: PILOT'S LOOS DIRECTS QUESTIONS 
John: Yes, I think so. Po-
litically, it is only prestige, 
but scientifically it is a 
Andrea: To better educate Donna: We are actually 
the people in tht ways of beginning a tradition. 
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Research 
Books, Mail and Bank, Yes; 
Haircuts and Beer . .. Sorry 
The University T o w n 
Center, a projected busi-
ness &nd professional de-
velopment adjacent to the 
UCI camrus, is serving the 
university's initial students 
and staff members on a 
modest but utilitarian 
scale. 
Construction will get un-
der way soon on the first 
permanent buildings, ac-
cording to spokesmen for 
the Irvine Company, which 
. is developing the center un-
der terms of an agreement 
with UC Regents. Comple-
!ion of the initial buildings 
1s expected early next 
year. 
Meanwhile, '.:our trailers 
• • It II 
housing a bank, post of· 
fice, bookstore and the Uni-
versity Interfaith Founda-
tion, have been set up on 
Campus Drive at the Gate-
way Plaza entrance to UCI. 
The post office will pro-
vide full postal services in· 
cluding pick-up and deliv-
ery to Mesa Court resi-
dence cottages on the cam-
pus. 
executive secretary of the 
Interfaith Foundation, said 
his organization will spon-
sor off-campus iectures, re-
ligious instruction, service 
projects, study groups and 
personal counseling. 
Haircuts? Students will 
have to travel to Newport 
Beach or Costa M e s a. 
There's no beer hall, e;th-
er. 
The Bank of America----------
branch office will observe 
regufor banking hours. The 
privately operated Univer-
sity Bookstore will handle 
books, of course, p 1 u s 
school supplies and sun-
dries. 
Dr. Cecil E . Hoffman, 
SPEEDED TO YOU 
Complete New York ~tock 
Exchange transactions come 
to the DAILY PILOT within 
minutes ot closing over a 
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1.'0M MOSS-BUILDER 
. r 
... IO~f . MOSS · BUILDElt1 · • 
: l • '41 • - \ - I ' < ' ' ~ WELCOMES U.C.I. AS A NEW 
NEIGHBOR WHOM WE CAN WATCH GR 0 W 
FROM OUR FRONT DOORSTEP. 
4001 BIRCH ST., NEWPORTBEACH 546-6050 
• 11 8 lo 
Inc concei n since 
days at UCI. 
One of the University•s 
frrst buildings was a tem-
porary research facility lo-
cated at the interim office 
site, about one mile from the 
present campus. 
The reason'! UC! planners 
were painfllily aware that 
they could not hope to re-
c r u i t top notch academic 
men who already were in-
volved in research projects 
at other universities. 
Most resi::?arch grants go 
to indivi d u a I professors 
rather than institutions, so 
moving the man an<i his I 
project provided no insur- j 
mountable problems in that 
respect, provided :3e was 
willing to make the jump. 
But to expect a professor 
to make the mow· without 
.a place to continue his re-
search, UCI p 1 a n n e r s 
agreed, would be asking too 
much. 
Few professors would be 
willing to put up with delays 
in their research that would 
inevitably come under such 
circumstances. So, the re-
search facility ·was high on 
the construction prio r i t y 
list. 
The first research grant 
at UC! came with Dr. Ed-
ward A. Steinhaus, dean of 
biological sciences. 
Today, .a.s classes began 
at UCI, the list of research 
' projects under way numbers 
about two dozen, worth wen 
()Ver $2 million in grants 
from private and . govern· 
ment sources. 
The projects involve such 
Items as atoms, airplane 
accident investigation,· indi· 
vidualized in s t r u c t i o n 
through computers, brain 
functions and diseases in in-
sects. 
The list in almost every 
field is growing steadily, 
according to university of-
ficials. 
r LIBRARY PRIVILEGES 
Certain off-can;ipus users 
have limited library privi-
leges at UCI, according to 
the general lending policy. 
Considered off-campus us-
ers are extension students 
and students of other insti-
tutions; members of Friends 
of the Library and Friends 
--·- of UCI, industrial and other 
card holders. 
p ' ._.age 8 
345 N. COAST BLVD. 
LAGUNA BEACH 494~6551 
occasions 
in the history 




We Salute You 
• 
You can do anything with 
French . in the Country 
Manner 
TERIORS 
1727 WESTCLIFF DRIVE 
NEWPORT BEACH 642-2050 
:J 
AS IT IS - Aerial view 
looking n o r t h shows 
buildings of the Universi-
ty of California, Irvine, 
which opens today. Six 
buildings i n semi-circle 
from left are: Science Lec-
ture Hall, Natural Sci-
ence, Fine Arts, Humani-
ties-Social Science, Com-
mons, and Library-Admin-
istration. Upper left is 
Campus Hall, multipur-
pose gymnasium-auditori-
um and central plant for 
utilities. Upper right is 
Mesa Court, 10 residence 
cottages, each housing 50 
single students. 
UCl's First Year -
Official Schedule 
FALL QUARTER, 1965 
Instruction Begins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . October 4 
UCI Conclave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . October 27 
Thanksgiving Holiday ............ November 25-26 
Instruction Ends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . December 11 
Examinations Begin ................. December 13 
Fall Quarter Ends .................. December 18 
WINTER QUARTER, 1966 
Winter Quarter Begins . ................ Januarv 3 
New Student Orientation .............. January 3-4 
Registration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 5 
Whv is this Brogue 
tll 
diff e1•eut from others 




It's a FLOBSHEIM! 
There's always more to a Florsheim  
Shoe than meets the eye; superb . . aa; 
quality in every detail, premium ftOBSHEJM 
leathers, finer workmanship. And the eA,,, 
traditional Florsheim longer wear 
that means lower cost in the long run. 
1831 NEWPORT AVE. 
COSTA MESA 
Enrollment in Classes ... · ............. January 6-7 .__ ____ ._......_._....__...._.. ________ _.... __ .._.....__.. ...... ~ 
Instruction Begins .................. . . January 101--------------------
UCI Conclave .. .................... January 27-281--------------------
1 • 
Spring Quarter Begins . . . . . .............. April 1 
Ne~ Stu~ent Orientation . . . ............ April .1,4 J ---· 
Reg1strat10n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Apnl 4 -
Enrollment in Classes ................... April 5-6 
Instruction Begins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 7 
Good Frida. r - Holiday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 8 
UCI Conclave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 27 
Memorial Day - Holiday . . .............. May 30 " 
Instruction Ends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 15 
Examinations Begin . . . . . . . ............. June 16 
DAILY PILOT PHOTO Spring Quarter Ends . . . . . . ............. June 22 
KING HARBOR MARINA and BOAT SLIPS by TRAUTWEIN • . • l~EDONDO BEACH 
* FLOATS * DIVING * DREDGING * PIERS 
*TOWING *BULKHEADS *PILE DRIVING 
TRAU WEIN s. 
GENERAL CO 
NEWPORT B·EACH, CALIF. 
RACT·ORS --WELCO E U.CJ. 
2410 NEWPORT BOULEVARD 
HOW'S lhe lime 
Now's the time to g·et yourself up to date:-- by 
learning to fly, as so mariy people are doing. 
F I y i n g i s "f"u n n e r" 
It's like going to the mountains 'cept you don't need 
mountains. 
It's feeling warm inside when you "grease one'' 
It's counting cars on the freeway &. smiling 
It's like being in a hurry &. sitting still 
It's peace &. quiet with noise thrown in 
It's knowing folks from everyplace &. talking with your 
hands 
. LOTS OF FOLKS ARE HAPPIER, HEALTHIER &. 
WEALTHIER just 'cause "flying is funner'' 
AND WE SURE ENJOY HELPING! 
MASTER PIPE1R DEALER 
COMPLETE SHOP FACILITIES 
24 HOUR SHELL REFUELING 
PARTS STORE 
for FLIGHT APPOINTMENT 
call 546-4300 
MARTIN AVIATION INC. 
ORANGE COUNTY AIRPORT 
: -~- -OV...o•er 4 ... 1965 . !Jniversity of California, Irvine, Edition/Orange Coast DAILY PILOT 
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Sports: t Pays a Role at UCI i 
1 More Housing Is On the Way ·1 
Construction is under way 
on 100 student residential 
apartment units at UCI, in-
cluding 52 two - bedroom 
apartments (to be located 
in six two-story buildings) 
and 48 one-bedroom apart- ':. 
ments (to be contained in · 
two three-story units). Com.. ·: 
pletion is scheduled f o r 
spring, 1966. Basketball practice starts 
Oct. 15 at UCI and that's 
an important date for Dale 
Finney. Basketball, UCI' s 
first major intercollegiate 
sport, is helping him get 
through college. 
B e t w e e n Oct. 15 and 
March of next year, Dale, 
a 20-ye·ar-old junior, will 
spend about two and a half 
hours, six days a week on 
the basketball floor. 
"Seven days a week, if 
we lose on Saturday night," 
jokes his coach, Dan S. 
Rogers. 
Dale, an All-Eastern Con-
ference forward at Santa 
Ana Coil.lege, is on an ath-
letic scholarship at UCI. 
"Actually, it's an achieve-
ment a w a r d," corrects 
Rogers. 
Whatever it's called these 
days, it's worth a good por-
tion of the cost of Dale's 
last two years a·s an under-
graduate. 
A B-plus student in high 
school and jmtior college, 
the 6' 3" Finney will major 
in sociology at UCL He's 
interested in a liberal arts 
background as a basis for 
business training and is 
thin.king seriously a b o u t 
graduate sc~.ool. 
"I figure the more edu-1;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=========;;;;;=. 
cation I have, the better off e 
I'~!~,,w~~ s~~:· in a UCI s ea A 'f ,.t,r •. 
dorm. He expects basket- W -C!!9 
ball, studies and possibly 
a part time job to take up 
most of his time, but hopes 
~~e~queeze in a little social R E s T A u R A N T 
Training rules? AT FOOT OF PIER 
SU1~~,}~:~s ~::~h ~:g~:s~ *' SEA FOOD OUR SPECIALIZED 
"If any of my boys are BRA•N FOOD 
goofing off, it will show up . I 1 
~:~.enough on the practice * HAMBURGERS .. WITH A COLLEGE 
"I'm like John McKay at 
use, I guess. I tell my boys EDUCATIOIN 
not to lie, cheat, or steal," , 
he"2;r:~s1y, though, 1 ex- * HONOR ROU BREAKFAST SERVED 
pect them to know how to 
act. I remind them that ANYTIME 
anything they do reflects on 
~~ ~~::~si:~ J!ai a w~~t * FOOD TO GO • FOR THE BOOKWORM 
at the time. They know 
that, too." . OPEN YEAR ROUND 
Finney and his team-
mates will go against UC, EACH 
Riverside, Dec. 1 in UCI's I 02 MCFADDEN NEWPORT B -
first basketball game. The 6 73-0506 contest will be played on
11 
__________________ _, 
the home floor. 1'"' 
Page . 1 o ; 
134.50 each 
259.00 pair 
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS 
SANTA ANA: Main at Eleventh 
FINE HOME FURNISHINGS 
WCIDDM&RK 
ORIGINALS 
Double comfort and a double 
value in custom covered chairs ••• 
A value of most particular 
excellence _when compared to 
chairs that cost much more ••• 
plus an even lower price for 
pairs. Created by d~dJc~ted -men, 
long experienced in designing 
and producing chairs of quality. 
• INTERIOR DECORATION 
LID 0 MARKET C ENTER 
at. the entrance to Lido Isle 
"Red Carpet Service" Market 
Tri-Level Ho~e & ~ift Shop Complete Party Service 
Ship's Galley Yacht Provisioning Hot· Foods To Go 
Yacht Shop Flower Shop 
Phone Orders Local Delivery 
3433 VIA LIDO NEWPORT BEACH 673-6360 
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Continued Ft•om Page 2 
tern Looks Good 
HOUSING - A far cry 
from the d o r m style in 
Mom's and Dad's day, 
UCl's student housing is 
distinctive, modern. Mrs. 
Ellenne J. Sumner, direc-
tor of housing a n d food 
s e r v i c e s, shows view 
from one unit to Pamala 
Wood and Andrea Ander· 
son. Units for 500 single 
students are ready for 
UCI's first year. 
INTENSIVE l 
Describes tht DAILY PILOT'S 
coverage of local news. No 
other paper cares as much 
about where you YOU live. 
Jeni Lee Monograms 
••• 642-5761 ••• 
114 CABRILLO ST. COSTA MESA 
GUITAR1S-DRUMS & PIANOS 
••• Good selection now, just received new Ukuleles I 
shipment-Ludwig, Slingerland and Marco &. 
Polo Drum Sets. Mandolins 
NEW DRUM SETS 
Ludwig, Slingerland, 
Marco Polo 
Beginning at $19900 
Band-4 piece Set 
Only A Few Left! 
Electric Guitars 
w/3 P.U. &. Case-WOW! 
only $5995 




WHILE THEY 1lASTI! 
New Shipment of 
BEGINNERS GUITARS 
AMPLIFIERS 





Band Instruments For Rent 
Piano-Organ Rentals 
(apply to Purchase Price) 
GIANT MUSIC STORE 
SANTA ANA 
2651 N. Main 
Kl 1-2411 
(3 blks. S. Fashion Sq.) 
GARDEN GROVE 
10861 Garden Grove Blvd. 
537-4085 
(Under the Big Water 
Tower) 
If you .don t know which 
direction to take ... 
U UoU'1 "PP Q;J; ... J:..,... -y---..-..-----·~-
the aITangement (in three will grow outward from the 
bedroom suites, with a sit- heart of the campus.,, 
ting room for every six She is not as enthusiastic 
girls) and the way the burnt about the buildings them-
orange carpets give a lift to !elves - "The buildings are 
the neutral walls." beautiful and impressive 
And she is much in favor from the exterior ... built to 
of the honor system that will look massive ... but 1 was 
be used to regulate them -"By the time kids get our disappointed to find the 
age they surely have devel- classrooms much smaller 
oped high enough values to than I had expected." She 
regulate their own pers:mal quickly qualifies her state-
Nothing to wr· . Nothing to buy. Any adult may 
enter. And re ember-it's always smart to trust 
the care. of y . clothes to us and our Sanitone 
dryclearung! 
WIVE. SAV'E CASH, TOO!! 
SEND· ALL F HUBBY'S SHIRTS TO US • • • 
OCTOBER 
SHIRT PEPCIAL 4 ~ 99P 
Save $~ nd see how pleased he will be with 
Execut1 Quality Laundering, Satin-Smooth 
Collars nd Cuffs starched to perfection 
Clean ckets and Buttons All In Place. ' 





,1077 • BAKER 
COSA MESA 
Telep ne 546-7680 
F · Ghostly White Shirts, Trim An' Neat 
The Golden Hanger Can't Be Beat! 
liourl7 /JM to 6:30 PM week Days /8 AM to s PM Saturdays 
October, .1 965 
wuu eas:--ur-imrovrn--stJml!tllinlr"Tflfie~t""=a~. ---~~... tn-ih"itti~n:=~r-=:':-rw-------.._.-. .... --- -
and nt to ·11 11 o ave e chance 
wa s push. · ·"; "I think I understand to become a millionaire. 
.she feels there probably some of the reasons for the "That's a little strong, 
will be a place at UCI even-tually, for sororities· a~d fra- Los Angeles riots. It's hard maybe, but what I mean is t.e~~ties: ''I would consider ~o ~ow without actually be- opportunity. Everyone ought 
JOIIDDg one, but as with mg m the situation. What to have the chance to bet-
everything else, it would bothers me, though is how ter himself. 
HEAD 
FOR. 
have to be in the light of in this day and ~ge, w~ "If he doesn't take that 
my own best interests ... "; could let the conditions chance, or fails for some 
And, she thinks most stu- which affect so many Ne- other reason, that's his ~ents she's met thus far are gr.oes continue to exist in tough luck. But at least he 
m favor of a nautical theme this country. It doesn't go should have the chance to 
for a campus m a s c o t. along with what we suppos- try." 
DAVIS FURNITURE IN LONG BEACH - FEATURI G SUCH FAMOU 
NAMES AS ••••• HENREDON, HERITAGE, TOMLI SON, DREXE 
KARASTAN •.•. TO MENTION ONLY A FEW. 
"There's been a lot of talk edly live by." Mike Grayston has that 
about using a bear (all the ~ike ~ould join a voter c~ance and he considers 
UC campuses do except San registration drive in Ala- himself more fortunate than 
Diego), in the prow of a ba_ma, or the Peace Corps most people in this world. 
slhip and calling him "Irv- -if he was convinced he ''h" After all," he observes, 
ing" ..._ the official name could be of service. ow many guys are lucky 
would be UCI Mariners ... " But, he would rather go enough to have a campus 
Few people have impress- to Mars. of the University of Cali-
ed her more thoroughly He is concerned about fornia practically in their backyiards? 
MATT LaBORDE 
FINE FURNITURE SINCE 1 1 
LONG BEAC 
~ Realtor 
"You'll Like Our Friendly Service" 
HOUSING COMMERCIAL 
Whether you are buying or selling 
your home, we have the best service 
available. Profit thru our years of 
experience. M. M. LA BORDE··-----
If you would like to build commer-
cial property or buy existing com-
mercial buildings, we have a great 
selection of propositions. 
EXCHANGING 
We are very active on the trading 
market. If you have a tax problem, 
tell us about it. A trade may be 
the solution to your problem. 
INDUSTRIAL 
Looking for a site for manufactur-
• ? mg. We always have sites avail-
APARTMENT 
Houses, vacant sites to build, or 
existing units. Buy, sell or trade. 11 
Everything from duplexes to mula 
tiple units. 
TRADE-IN PLAN 
able, plus all the current informa-
tion about our city. 
Serving The Harbo 1r Area Since 1953 
We will purchase your home free-
ing your cash for your next move. 
Let us further explore this possi-
bility with you. 
M. M. LaBORDE I Realtor 
220 E. 17th St., COSTA MESA-646-0555 
(LOCATED IN E. 17th SHOPPING CENTER) 
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This time a year ago the 
talk was about the "pattern 
of recruiting'' that would 
yield the finest faoulty pos-
sible for the University of 
California, Irvine. 
Today, as students and 
professors meet in a class-
room setting for the first 
time, there can be no doubt 
that there was an incred-
ible amount of action back-
ing up that talk. 
There are 111 men and 
seven women listed on the 
charter faculty roster. Each 
was chosen, said Chancel-
lor Daniel G. Aldrich Jr., 
for his or her distinction as 
a scholar, for interest in 
both teaching and research 
and for the vision to grasp 
the chance to innovate, to 
create an academic pro-
gram free of traditional re-
strictions. 
It follows that the aca-
demic staff is young, but 
experienced. Although the 
average age is only 37, there 
are 87 doctorates spread 
among the academicians. 
Ten others expect to com-
plete PhD requirements in 
the immediate future, 
They come from every-
where - five foreign coun-
tries, 37 major United States 
colleges and universities, 
five UC campuses, research 
institutes and private indus-
try. 
Included in their number 
are 27 full professors, 15 as-
sociate professors, 40 assist-
ant professors, 17 acting as-
sistant professors and 17 va-
ried lecturers and associ-
ates. 
Brief introductions to the 
entire faculty and other aca-
demic staff members fol-
low: 
THE UCI FACULTY: 118 PERSONS, 
Administration 
College of Agriculture, BS, 
1939; the University of Ari-
zona, MS, 1941, and the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, PhD, 
1943. 
A lieutenant colonel in 
the Army Reserve, the 
chancellor is interested in 
sports, both as a participant 
and a spectator, and the 
family sails together. In-
cluded are Mrs. Aldrich 
(Jean Hamilton), Daniel G. 
III, 21; Elizabeth, 18, and 
Stuart, 15. 
Community church and 
youth groups are enjoying 
Dr. Aldrich's participation, 
including directorships for 
the Council of Arts of Or-
ange County Coastal Area, · 
the Orange Empire Boy 
Scouts, the Orange County 
Philharmonic Society, the 
Big Brothers of 0 r a n g e 
County and the Orange 
County Coast Association. 
He is an honorary sponsor 
of the Orange County Soc-
iety of Crippled Children 
and Adults. 
fessional colleagues. 
Originally appointed to 
the position of dean of the 
College of Arts, Letters and 
Science, Dr. Peltason be-
came vice chancellor for 
academic affairs less than 
a month after arriving at 
UCI when then Vice Chan-
cellor I van Hinderaker was 
named chancellor of UC's 
Riverside campus. 
Before coming here he 
spent 13 years at the Uni-
versity of Illinois, the last 
four as dean of its College 
of Liberal Arts and Science. 
While at Smith College in 
the late 1940' s he served as 
a consultant to the "Little 
Hoover Commission" which 
made recommendations for 
revamping state govern-
ment in Massachusetts. 
He also has worked with 
the committee on political 
behavior research of the 
National Social Research 
Council and has advised 
Northwestern University 
and the University of N Jrth 
Carolina on graduate pro-
Balcb grams· 
The Peltason family in-
DEANS 
Dean Ralph W. Gerard, 64, 
professor of biological sci-
ences, dean of graduate di-
vision and director of spe-1 
cial studies. One of the I 
world's foremost physiolo-
g i s ts, internationally 
known for his pioneer work 
on the chemical and elec-
trical activity of nerve and 
of brain . . . . . has lectured 
on six continents, served 
ais professor at eight uni-
versities, published eight 
books and several hundred 
articles and been editor of 
a dozen scientific journals 
... BS and PhD from Uni-
versity of Chicago; MD 
from Rush Medical Col-
lege. . . has served as Di-
Deans, Division Chairmen 
faculty of American, Co-
lumbia and Princeton Uni-
1 
versities . . . BA from Uni-
on College, Schenectady, 
N. Y. and MA and PhD 
from Columbia. 





Dr. Clayton Garrison, 43, I 
professor of drama and di-
visional dean of fine arts. 
BA and MA from Univer-
sity of Southern California, 
PhD from Stanford U'li-
versity . . formerly chair-
man of the department of 
dra.ma and vice chairman 
of the division of humani-
ties, University of Califor-
nia, Riverside . . . author i 
of numerous essays and re-) 
views, associate editor of i 
the "Educational Theater ' 
Journal" and is working 
on a book, "Theory of Di-
recting" .. . has taught at 
Palos Verde College, Long 
Beach State College and 
UC, Berkeley. 
sin; MA and PhD, Yale 
. . . has been professor of 
industrial administration 
and psychology and chair-
man of doctoral program 
at Carnegie Institute of 
Technology . . . spent one 
year as a Fellow at the 
Center for Advanced Stud-
ies in the Behavioral Sci-
ences at Palo Alto . . . Phi 
Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, 
winner of 1964 Pi Sigma 
Alpha award from Ameri-
can Politican Science Assn. 
. . . coauthor of two books, 
editor for Prentice - Hall 
s e r i e s in mathematical 
analysis of social behavior 
and of the "Handbook of 
Dr. Conway Pierce, 74, pro-
fessor ·emeritus at the Uni-
versity of California, Riv-
erside and assistant to the 
chancellor (UCI) for phy-
sical sciences. BS, George-
town College; MS and 
hD Universit o! Chi-
Dr. Hazard Adams, 39, pro 
fessor of English and chair 
man o: department. BA 
Princeton; MA and PhD 
University of Washingto:q 
. . . authority on the Ro-+ 
mantic period and on 2ot~ 
Century English and Irish 
literature . . . comes fro~ 
Michigan State University, 
bas taught at Cornell Uni-
versity, University of Tex-
as and Washington Univer-
sity, St. Louis . . . Fulbright 
research scholar and lee· 
turer at Trinity College, 
Dublin . . . a u t h o r of 
"Blake and Yeats: T h e 
Contrary Vision, ' "T h 
Contexts of Poetry" an 
"William Blake: A Rea 




Daniel G. Aldrich .Jr. 
The 47-year-old chancel-
lor who has shouldered re-
sponsibilities for t ransform-
ing a brown hillside into a 
fully operating campus of 
the Univer sity of California, 
has become pleasantly fa-
miliar to Orange Coast res-
idents over the past three 
years. 
Long before there were 
physical signs to mark the 
institution's existence, Dr. 
Aldrich was the communi-
ty's link with the dream. 
Today as students and fa-
culty join him in bringing 
life to the first semblance of 
the final circular central 
campus that is envisioned, 
he can look both to a past 
and a future. Alr eady be-
hind him are the most press-
ing problems r elating to pre-
opening academic staffing , 
physical facilities and stu-
dent admissions. Ahead lies 
the task of .setting the edu-
cational process into mo-
tion. 
The man who has pr oved 
equal to such m onumental 
undertakings has devoted 
his whole ca.Teer in educa-
tion to the Univer sity of Cali-
fornia. In the 22 years since 
he joined UC as a junior 
chemist in the Citrus Ex-
periment Station at River-
side he has held positions 
on four UC campuses and 
on the University-wide ad-
ministration staff - profes-
sor of soils and chemist in 
the Agricultural Experi-
m ent Station ; chairman of 
soils and plant nutrition on 
the Davis and Berkeley 
campuses, and, by 1958, 
dean of the University agri-
cultural sciences. 
A native of Northwood, 
New Hampshire, Dr. Ald-
rich is an alumnus of the 
University of Rhode Island 
Page .12 
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versity relations ps. 
Balch, one of the firs.t vice 
chancellors selected, is re-
signing to enter private in-
dustry and, says Chancel-
lor Aldrich, ''He will be 
sorely missed.'' 
Dynamic, fast - moving 
Balch has a style with stu-
dents. He felt he wasn't 
close enough to them in a 
suite on the top floor of the 
library building and asked 
that his office come down 
to the bottom floor where 
he would be more acces-
sible. 
This is typical of the atti-
tude that has become a per-
sonal brand for the 44-year-
o 1 d administrator. By 
his own definition the meas-
ure of his success will be 
how well UCI resolves the 
conflicts between the often 
impersonal machinery of 
higher education and the 
need for the personal touch 
some say is being lost in 
"assembly line" education. 
Balch came to UCI from 
Stanford University, where 
he had been associate di-
rector of development since 
1961. Early in his career he 
served Stanford as dean of 
men and from 1955 to 1961 
he was associate dean of 
students and director of 
athletics at MIT. 
A midwesterner by birth, 
he was raised in Pasadena, 
holds a BA degree from 
Union College, Schenectady, 
N. Y., and has done gradu-
ate work at both Union Col-
lege and Stanford. His fam-
ily includes wife, Pat, son, 
Tim, 20 , and daughter, Pam-
ela, 17. 
Vice Chancellor Peltason 
Academic Affairs 
Excited to be a part of 
an " academic dream" 
where there is the opportu-
nity to ' 'start fresh and to 
build on what's gone be-
fore ," Dr. Jack W. Pelta-
son will do some teaching 
in political science in addi-
tion to his administrative 
duties at UCL And he will 
continue to write. 
Holder of a Phi Beta Kap-
pa key, MA C.egrees from 
the University of Missouri 
and Princeton University 
and a PhD from Princeton, 
the 42-year-old scholar has 
authored books on the Amer-
ican judicial system and his 
advice as a political scien-
tist of note is sought by gov-
ernment officials and pro-
Vice Chancellor Cox 
Business and F inance 
The man who has been 
directly responsible for the 
$20 million worth of site 
planning and construction 
already completed at UCI Dean Rober t Mallough Saun:-
doesn't even use a desk. ders, 50, pr ofessor of elect-
Vice Chancellor L. E. Cox rical engineering and dean 
asked that his office on the of the school of engineer-
southeast corner of the lib- ing. Comes from UC, Berk-
rary's fifth floor come eley, where he was profes-
equipped with a desk-high sor and chairman of the el-
table, but no desk. That way ectrical engineering depart-
there would be less area vul- ment ... has worked as a 
nerable to clutter. consulting engineer for pri-
Since he arrived on the vate industry and as a 
prospective campus in mid- U. S. Navy Reserve Offi-
1961 as UCI's first employe, cer at Oak Ridge, Tenn . .. 
Cox has had little time for taught at MIT and the Uni-
clutter and inefficiency in versity of Minnesota, has 
any shape or form. Under been a Simon Fellow at 
his supervision fall the phy- the University of Manches-
sical planning, design, con- ter, England . . . a regis-
struction, personnel, pur- tered professional engineer 
chasing, accounting a n d with the State of Califor-
other business affairs of the nia . .. coauthor of " Analy-
campus. The $20 million al- sis of Feedback r,ontrol 
ready spent looks small Systems" . . . degrees in 
at the Irvine Campus. BA, 
Rutgers University; MA 
and PhD, University of 
Chicago. He has been with 
Ud Extension for 11 years, 
s·erving as assistant and 
associate director for 
Southern California a n d 
most recently as associate 
deam for statewide pro-
gram development ..... . 
formerly on faculty at Oc-
cidEmtal College .. . has 
been consultant to New 
J ersey State Constitutional 
Convention . . . h a s re-
searched government and 
health and welfare pro-
gram~, published numer-
ous articles and two books, 
"California's Future Eco ... 
nomic Growth" and "Char-
ter for New Jersey." 
when compared with the electrical engineer ing 
$300 million that UCI will from the University of Librarian 
have cost when it rec.ches Minnesota. 
its ultimate 27,500 student John E . Smith, 48, Univer-
capacity about 1990. Dean Richard c. Snyder, sity Librarian. He comes 
Though the job is a tough 49, pr ofessor of political to UCI from Pakistan 
one, involving as much tact science and administra- where he was advisor on li-
as know-how in many cases, tion, dean of the graduate brary resources and train-
its vagaries are not new to school of administration. ing to the University of 
Cox. He came to UCI fol- A specialist in decision- S o u t h e r n California's 
lowing retirement as a col- making theory, he held fel- Scho1ol of Public Adminis-
onel with 24 years of serv- lowships at the Center for tration Pakistan Project 
ice with the Corps of En- Advanced Study in the Be- ... in 1957-58, was advisor 
gineers, U. S. Army. havioral Sciences :md the to USC's Iran Project . . . 
He holds a BS degree in Western Behavioral Sci- City of Santa Barbara 
civil engineering from Au- ences Institute . . . was a and head of the acquisi-
Dr. Samuel C. McCulloch, 
49, professor of history and 
divisional dean of humani-
ties. BA, MA and PhD 
from UCLA . . . n~tive of 
Australia, studied at Uni-
versity of Melbourne .. . 
comes from San Francisco 
State College 3,Ild h a s 
taught at Oberlin College, 
Amherst College, the Uni-
versity of Michigan and 
Rutgers University . .. Phi 
Beta Kappa . . . Fulbright 
Research Fellow, Univer-
sity of Sydney, Australia 
. . . authority on 18th and 
19th century British Em-
pire history . . . a founder 
and associate editor of the 
"Journal of British Stud-
ies'' . . . member Califor-
nia State Curriculum Com-
mission. 
burn University, Ala., and President's Fellow, chair- tions department of the 
a master's from the Massa- main of the department of UCLA Library .. a grad- Dr. James G. March, 37, 
chusetts Institute of Tech- political science and neld uate of UCLA, completed professor of psychology 
nology. Now 51, he and Mrs. the Benjamin Franklin pro- advanced training in lib- and sociology, divisional 
Cox have two sons, Alan , fessorship at Northwestern r arianship at UC, Berke- dean of tbe social sciences. 
17, and Stephen, 22. University ... formerly on ley. BA, University of Wiscon-
University of California, Jrvine, Edition/ Orange Coast DAILY PILOT 
Chicago, South Dakota and 
Kentucky . . . held a Pet-
roleum Research Fellow-
ship from American Chem-
ical Society, recipient of 
honor scroll from Ameri-
can Institute of Chemists, 
a presidential certificate 
for merit (1948) and an 
honorary DSc from George-
town College. 
Dr. Edward A. Steinhaus, 
50, professor of piological 
s c i e n c e s and divisional 
dean of biological sciences. 
BS, North Dakota State 
University; PhD, Ohio State 
University; honorary DSc, 
North Dakota State Uni-
versity . . . was pruf essor 
of invertebrate pathology 
and chairman of the divi-
sion at UC, Berkeley ... 
author of three books re-
lating to insect microbiol-
ogy and pathology and edi-
tor of several scientific 
journals . . . past president 
of Entomological Society 
of America, fellow of sev-
eral 1scientific societies and 
foundations and consultant 
to a number of federal 
agencies . . . at UCI has 
been named principal in-
vestigator of $750,000 re-
search graint to study di-
seases of lower animals. 
r. Arthur S. Boughey, 12, j 
professor of biological sci-
ences and chairman of the j 
department of population-
al and environmental biol-
ogy. BS, Leicester Univer-
ity, England; PnD, Edin-
urgh University, Scotland' 
.. Comes from University 
ollege of Rhodesia and 
llyasaland where l1e was 
~ofessor of botany and ad of the department . . . cipient of a Carnegie 
':fravel Fellowship and a 
1'ckef ell er Study Grant 
. has taught at Edin-
b~h University, Exeter 
U 'versity and the Univer-
si of Accra . . . was plant 
pa ologist for Sudan gov-
enpient. 
CRAWFORD 
Dr. Wayne1 H. Crawford, 
48, associae professor of 
Oatobe~ 4, 1965 
Dr. Bernard R. Gelbaum 
43, professor of mathemat 
ics, chairman of depart 
rnent. BA, Columbia Uni 
versity; MA and PhD, 
Princeton . . . has bee 
consultant for Institute fo 
Defense Analysis, Wash 
ington, D. C. , comes fro 
the University of Minne-
sota ... has taught at Uni 
versity of Newark and 
Princeton . . . has publish-
ed numerous articles o 
mathematics .and done ex 
tensive research in func 
tional analysis, topological 
groups, differentiable man-
ifolds and measure theory 
. . . Phi Beta Karpa, Sig-
ma Xi . .. recipient of Pul-
itzer scholarship, National 
Science Foundation grant 
and visiting membership in 
Institute for Advanced 
Study at Princeton . 
Dr. John J. Holland, 35, 
professor of microbiology, 
chairman of department of 
molecular and cell biology. 
BS, Loyola; PhD, UCLA 
. . . comes from University 
cf Washington; earlier, the 
University of Minnesota 
. . . his record as a micro-
biologist and virologist in-
cludes winning the Eli 
Lilly Award in Microbiol-
ogy in 1963 . . . particular-
ly known for contributions 
in virology and immunol-
ogy and the synthesis of 




ACH UNIQUEL QUALIFIED 
physical education, chair-
man of department alld di-
rector of athletics. BA, 
University of Illinois; MA 
and PhD, Columbia Uni-
versity . . . comes '. r o m 
UC, Riverside . . was 
U. S. Navy physica· train-
ing officer, teache; and 
coach at the University of 
Pittsburgh, Columbia U., 
Ball State Teachers Col-
lege, Indiana, and the Uni-
wsity of Florida . . . ap-
pointed to UCI in Novem-
hr of 1962 to pbn curri-
tulum, supervise staffing 
Dd designing of facilities 
physical education, and 
amural and intercol-
te programs. 
Department Chairmen and Teachers 
DNA (the basic material 
• of living cells) during the 
infection of tissue cells by 
such viruses as poliomyel-
itis . . . at UCI he will be 
principal mvestigator of a 
'50,000 National Science 
Foundation reHarCh erant 
to stud1 VJrUI oa in 
human and 
malian ce 
ated with University of 
Washington and UC, Berk-
eley . . . Phi Beta Kappa 
. . . teacher and scholar in 
field of ethics and the phil-
osophy of human action 
. . . has held Ford Founda-
tion and Guggenheim Fel-
lowships . . . two of his re-
cent books are " · gh and 
t Conduct. 
• 
teleuropa" won the Amer-
ican Historical Association 
George Louis Beer prize, 
as a classic in the field. 
head of department of in· 
vertebrate zoology at Ma-
rine Biological Lab, Woods 
Hole, Mass ... a National 
Science Foundation senior 
postdoctoral fellow . . . Phi 
Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi . . . 
will investigate the ques-
tion "Do certain marine 
animals utilize basic or-
ganic materials found in 
sea water as food?" at 
UCI on U. S. Public Health 
Service $40,000 grant. 
FACULTY 
Dr. John F. Adams, 35, as-
sociate professor of Eng-
lish. BA, MA and PhD 
from University of Wash-
ington ... comes from Uni-
versity of Denver and pre-
viously, University of 
Washington. 
Dr. Maurice Allard, 34, vis-
iting ass1stant professor of 
music. Bachelor of Music, 
Indiana University; studi-
ed voice at Aspen Insti-
tute of Music; MA, New 
York University, Doctor of 
Music Arts, USC . . . re-
cipient of Fulbright travel 
grant to Europe .. . studi-
ed voice interpretation in 
Paris . . . taught at USC, 
Pomona College, Eastern 
Illinois University, Char-
lotte, Ill. and for UC, Riv-
erside, extension. 
Boward A. Appel, 35, act-
ing assistant professor of 
French. BA, UC, Berke-




of Wisconsin ; PhD, UC, 
Berkeley .. . has been post-
doctoral research fellow, 
N a t i o n a I Institutes of 
Health, sponsored by In· 
stitute of Human Learn-
ing and a teaching assist-
ant at UC, Berkeley ... 
awarded Woodrow Wilson 
National Fellows·hip and 
U. S. Public Health Serv-
ice Predoctoral Fellow-
ship . 
James P. Boyd, 26, acting 
assistant professor of an-
thropology. BA and MA, 
University of Michigan .. . 
Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kap-
pa Phi, Sigma Xi . . . was 
research assistant at Men-
tal Health Research Insti-
tute, University of Michi-
gan . .. winner of National 
Merit Scholarship, NDEA 
Fellowship. 
Dr. David A. Brant, 29, as-
sistant professor of chem-
istry. BS, Yale University; 
PhD, University of Wiscon-
sin . . . was r~search as-
sociate in chemistry at 
Stanford University . . . Na-
tional Science Foundation 
Predoctoral Fellow, Na-
tional Institutes of Health 
Postdoctoral Fellow. 
Dr. Myron L. Braunstein, 
29, assistant professor of 
psychology. BS, Brooklyn 
College (now City Univer-
sity of New York); MS and 
PhD, University of Michi-
gan . . . originally trained 
as a mathematical psy-
chologist and has done re-
earch at the Cornell Aero-
nautical Laboratory, t h e 
Umverslty of Michigan and 
Flllht Safety Founda-
Phlftll!'l,iT Ariz . . . fac-
te Arizona 
Neither Stuffed •• • 
Nor Stuffy . 
(Remarks by Dr. James B. Hall, profes.sor 
of English, speaking on behalf of faculty at first 
UCI convocation Sept. 26, 1965.) 
All university f1aculty me~bers occupy an 
uneasy position in the commumty. 
The UCI fiaculty does not propose to be ke~t ·. 
as community pets - as so many stuffed beaus 
for the trophy case. 
Our work is the work of the mind and to 
carry out our work we must be able to operate 
in the community in an atmosphere of mutual 
trust. 
A university can't help but develop some 
revolutionaries among its students. We w~nt to 
develop students who are capable of shouting .-
but at the right time. We want them to be in-
capable of giving a mindless shout. 
The faculty wants Irvine students to earn 
that nice luxury, hope. 
I believe I speak for all my colleagues when 
I say this faculty came here with the hope,. chal-
lenge, opportunity to make old academic ideals 
a reality. 
Crafts and California In-
stitute of the Arts. 
Tony De Lap, 38, assistant 
professor of art. Studied 
at San Francisco Academy 
of Art and Claremont Grad-
uate School . . . winper 
first prize, San Francisco 
Art Festival, 1957, second 
prize in 1959 and Nealie 
Sullivan Award, San Fran-
cisco Art Institute, 1964 . . . 
appointed Commissioner of 
Art, City of San Francisco, 
1964 . .. taught at UC, Dav-
is, Claremont C o 11 e g e, 
Scripps College, San Fran-
cisco Art Institute, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, Academy 
of Art, San Francisco and 
California College of Arts 
and Crafts, Oakland. 
Dr. Daniel C. Dennett, 23, 
assistant professor of phil-
osophy. BA cum laude, 
Harvard, 1963; PhD, Ox-
ford University . . . chosen 
for Woodrow Wilson Fel-
io ship . . . has taught eth-
cs at Oxford College of 
Technology since January, 
1965. 
of Spanish. BA, MA, Unie 
versity of British Colum~ 
bia, Canada ; PhD e~p·ect· 
ed in 1965, University nf 
M i c h i g a n . . . formerly 
taught at Or~gon . State 
University, Umver.s1ty . of 
Michigan and U!11vers1ty 
of British Columbia. 
Dr. Harvey s. Gross, 43, 
associate professor of Eng-
lish. BA, MA, UCLA; PhD, 
University of Michigan · · · 
Fulbright fellowship, U~i­
versity of Vienna, Austria 
. . .studied at Kenyon 
School of English . . . win-
ner of Hopwood Award in 
creative writing for book 
of verse, 1953 .. . former-
ly of University of Denver, 
University of Michigan and 
Hofstra College. 
Kenneth J. Hagan, 29, as-
sociate, history. BA with 
honors and MA, UC, Berk-
eley ... studying at Clare-
mont Graduate School . . . 
has instructed at San Ber-
nardino Valley College . .. 
Squadron Air Intelligence 
officer in U. S. Navy. 
I 
Bernard R. Gelbaum, ' 
professor of mathemat-
chairman of depart-
t. BA, Columbia Uni-
sity; MA and PhD, 
ceton . . . has been 
sultant for Institute for 
ense Analysis, Wash-
on, D. C. , comes from 
University of Minne-
... has taught at Uni-
ity of Newark and 
ceton . . . has publish-
numerous articles on 
hematics and done ex-
ive research in func-
al analysis, topological 
ps, differentiable man-
s and measure theory 
Phi Beta Karpa, Sig-
Xi ... recipient of Pul-
scholarship, National 
nee Foundation grant 
visiting membership in 
'tute for Advanced 
y at Princeton. 
John J. Holland, 35, 
essor of microbiology, 
rman of department of 
cular and cell biology. 
Loyola; PhD, UCLA 
comes from University 
ashington; earlier, the 
ersity of Minnesota 
his record as a micro-
gist and virologist in-
es winning the Eli 
Award in Microbiol-
in 1963 . . . particular-
own for contributions 
·rology and immunol-
and the synthesis of 
e+ob@r 4, 'cu,,!; ' 
York .. . one of America's 
leading choreographers 
with a long list of produc-
tions for television, motion 
picturies, Broadway and 
the Los Angeles Civic Light 
Opera to his credit ... 
helped form the Ballet Car-
avan which produced the 
first American b a 11 e t, 
"Billy the Kid" . . . esLab-
lished the American School 
of Dance in Hollywood 
where he also te·aches ... 
has toured colleges and 
universities w i t h h i s 
"Dance Is a Language." 
Dr. James L. McGaugh, 33, 
associate professor of psy-
chobiology and chairman 
of the department of psy-
cho biology. BA, San Jose 
State College; PhD, UC, 
Berkeley . . . formerly at 
University of Oregon and 
San Jose State .. . spent a 
year in Rome on a post-
doctoral fellowship award-
ed by the National Re-
search Council of the Na-
tional Academy of Sci-
ences . . . "n summer fac-
ulty of Institute of Behav-
ioral Genetics, Berkeley 
. . . coauthor of "Integrat-
ing Principles of Social 
Psychology," 1963. 
Dr. A. I. Melden, 55, pro-
fessor of philosophy and 
chairman of department. 
BA, UCLA; MA, Brown 
University, PhD, UC, Berk-
eley . . . Formerly associ-
Dr. Seymour 
professor of Spanish and 
Portuguese, chairman of 
department of foreign lan-
guages and literature. BA, 
City College of New York-
MA, Universidad N acional 
Autonoma de Mexico, and 
PhD, New York University 
. . . noted as authority on 
literature of Mexico and 
Central America .. . taught 
at Dartmouth University 
before going to the Uni-
versity of Kansas where 
he established and served 
as chairman of the lan-
guage laboratory . . . held 
a Smith-Mundt grant for 
study and travel in Brazil 
. . . editor of "Hispania", 
author of four books on 
Mexican and C e n t r a 1 
American literature and 
numerous articles and book 
SLIM 
Dr. H. Colin Slim, 36, as-
sociate professor of music, 
chairman of music. A grad-
uate of University of Brit-
ish Columbia, received MA 
and PhD from Harvard 
University . . . has been as-
sistant professor 0£ music 
at the University of Chi-
cago where he built and 
conducted the university 
orchestra . . . author of 
papers on Renaissance mu-
sic and musicians . . . pro-
fesisonal concert pianist 
. . . has been assistant con-
ductor of Harvard G 1 e e 
Club and conductor of Con-
cord Orchestra. 
nv.r-.u;;an :n.~~ucn-r - or 
Arts and Sciences for re-
search on behavioral sci-
ence utilization in the peace 
and security area. 
Dr. Howard S. Babb, 41, 
associate professor of Eng-
lish. BA, Kenyon College, 
Gambier, Ohio; MA and 
PhD, Harvard ... comes 
from Ohio State Universi-
ty and earlier, Kenyon Col-
lege . . . author of "Jane 
Austen's Novels: The Fab-
ric of Dialogue." 
Dr. Gilbert W. Bane Jr., 
33, assistant professor of 
population and environ-
mental biology. BA, San 
Jose State College; MA 
and PhD, Cornell Univer-
sity . . . formerly with In-
stitute of Marine Biology, 
University of Puerto Rico 
where he was an assistant 
professor and involved in 
fisheries research. 
Dr. Richard Barrutia, 39, 
assistant professor of Span-
ish, director of language 
laboratory. BA and MA 
from Arizona State Univer-
sity: PhD, University of 
Texas . . . has been assist-
ant professor and Peace 
Corps Language Coordina-
tor at Arizona State U ... 
formerly with American 
Institute for Foreign Trade 
and consultant for design 
and installation of lan-
guage lab at utah State 
University. 
Dr. Duran Bell Jr., 29, as-
sistant professor of eco-
nomics. BA and PhD, UC, 
Berkeley . . . received an 
award for "meritorious re-
search in agricultural eco-
nomics" for thesis "Mod-
els of Commodity Trans-
'"" ,.;a;v-,.---1;1pri:n~ , 
PhD, California Institute 
of Technology staff 
member at Los Alamos 
Scientific Lab since April, 
1957 . . . contributed num-
erous articles to scientific 
journals. 
Dr. Richard D. Campbell, 
26, assistant professor of 
biological sciences. BA 
summa cum laude in bio-
chemical sciences f r o m 
Harvard . . . PhD, June, 
1965, specializing in devel-
opmental biology at the 
Rocke£ ell er Institute 
Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi. 
Dr. Marjorie C. Caserio, 36, 
assistant p r o f e is s o r of 
chemistry. BS, Chelsea 
College, England; MA and 
PhD, Bryn Mawr College, 
Penn . . . since 1956 associ-
ated with California Insti-
tute of Technology as re-
search fell ow . . . author 
of numerous articles and 
book "Basic Principles of 
Organic Chemistry" with 
J. D. Roberts ... heads at 
Irvine the three year proj-
ect study of organic reac-
tion mechanisms on a $21,-
600 grant from the Ameri-
can Chemical Society. 
Dr. Robert S. Cohen, 27, as-
sistant profe1ssor of drama. 
BA, UC, Berkeley; DFA, 
Yale Drama School . ... 
graduate of Alliance Fran-
caise, Paris . . . Phi Beta 
Kappa, Wilson Fellowship 
... extensive directing, act-
ing and technical and de-
sign experience . . . three 
of his one act plays were 
performed at UC between 
1960 and 1962 - "All the 
Rivers Run Into the Sea," 
"No Gates" and "Revel 
and Rapture." 
fer with Special Refer- John Rivers Coplans, 45, as-
ence to the Lemon Indus-
try", dealing w;th devel- sistant professor of art, di-
opment of mathematical rector of the gallery. Stud-
models of commodity ship- ied, at Academy Grand 
ment under conditions of Chaumiere, Paris; Anglo 
Dr. Henry Cord Meyer, French Art Centre, Lon-
52, professor of history, special risk. don ; Van Essche School of 
chairman of department. Art, Capetown, South Afri-
BA with honors from Uni- Dr. Ingeborg Powell Bell, ca, and Royal Military Col-
versity of Colorado; MA, 35, acting assistant prof es- lege (Sandhurst), Camber-
University of Iowa and Dr. Grover C. Stephens, 40, sor of sociology. BA, MA ly, England ... one man 
PhD from Yale . .. pre- professor of biological sci- and PhD, UC, B~rkeley. · · shows in England, Africa 
viously at Pomona College ences and chairman of de- studied at Free University and the U. s. . . . repre-
and Claremont Graduate partment of organismic bi- of Berlin and Deutsche on sented at San Francisco 
School . . . was research ology .. . majored in math Fulbright grant -· · Phi Museum of Art and the 
analyst for Office of Stra- as undergraduate and ob- Beta Kappa, Pi Sigma Al- Museum of Modern Art in 
tegic Services . . . an au- tained MA in philosophy pha · · · comes from UC, New York ... came to U.S. 
thority on modern German before turning to bioL gy Santa Barbara. as visiting lecturer in de-
history recipient of for PhD at Northwestern sign, UC, Berkeley ..... . 
Ford and Guggenheim fel- University . . . has been Dr. Isabel M. Birnbaum, since has taught at UC, 
lowships and a Fulbright professor of zoology at Uni- 28, assistant professor of Davis, San Jose State, Cali-
award his book "Mit- versity of Minnesota, was psychology. BA, University fornia College of Arts and 
Universitv of Cl!l lifornia. Irvine. EdiHon/Oranqe ~· Coast DAILY PILOT 
nrmrtnougm.---uy-cumpu~~~~--.-,--0-h~io~-Wrft;;-~o~f-·~·th; 
and in organizational de- y e a r, 19541 Rocke£ ell er cision making . . . consult-
ant for Systems Develop- grant for fiction, 1955, win-
ment Corp., Santa Monica ner of Oregon State Poetry 
. .. coeditor of "Computers Prize, 1958 . . . formerly of 
and Thought" . . . former- University of Oregon, Cor-
ly of UC, Berkeley. nell, Miami and Iowa Uni-
versities. 
Dr. Gordon J. Fielding, 31, 
assistant professor of ge-
ography. BA and MA, Uni-
versity of Auckland, New 
Zealand; PhD, UCLA ... 
formerly of UCLA, Dart-
mouth College and Univer-
sity of Auckland . . . Sig-
ma Xi . . . winner of Ful-
bright Travel Award. 
Dr. Barbara K. Foley, 25, 
acting assistant professor 
of sociology. BA with high-
est distinction, University 
of Kansas; MA and PhD, 
Stanford University ... Phi 
Beta Kappa . . . held ND-
EA graduate fellowship, 
NSF cooperative graduate 
fellowship. 
Dr. Theodore A. Forester, 
47, professor of physics. 
BA, MA and PhD, Cornell 
University . . . Sigma Xi, 
Phi Beta Kappa . . . re-
ceived American Rocket 
Society Research Award, 
1962 . . . has been manager 
ion physics department, 
Electo - Optical Systems, 
Inc., nuclear specialist at 
Atomics International and 
propulstion specialist at 
Rocketdyne Division, both 
of North American Avia-
tion ... fellow engineer and 
physicist for Westinghouse 
Research Labs . . . taught 
at USC and University of 
Pittsburgh. 
Paul Frizler, 30, acting as-
sistant profeissor of Eng-
lish. BA and MA, UCLA ... 
has been associate in Eng-
lish, UCLA where studying 
for PhD . . . recipient of 
Walter Loewy Fellowship 
for study and travel in Eu-
rope, 1962-63. 
Dr. Lewis A. Froman Jr., 
29, asisociate professor of 
political science. BA, Yale; 
PhD, Northwestern Univer-
sity . . . comes from Uni-
versity of Wisconsin ... 
served as congress10nal 
fellow in both U. S. Senate 
and the House of Repre-
sentatives . . . author of 
two books and numerous 
articles on political sci-
ence. 
Richard 0 . W. Goertz, 34, 
acting assistant professor 
Dr. Joe Truman Hart, 28, 
acting assistant professor 
of psychology social sci-
ences. BA summa cum 
laude, Lewis and Clark 
College; MS, University of 
Wisconsin, and PhD, Stan .. 
ford University pr edoc .. 
toral research fellow, Na .. 
tional Institutes of Health 
and National Science Foun-
dation . . . clinic and re. 
search associate, Psycho!. 
ogy Center, Portland, Ore-
gon ... USPHS fellow, Uni4 
versity of Oregon Medical 
School. 
Dr. Leland H. Hartwell, 26, 
assistant professor of bio-
chemistry. BS, California 
Institute of Technology; 
PhD, Massachusefts Insti· 
tute of Technology . .. Na-
tional Science Foundation 
graduate fellowship f o r 
three years . . . National 
Ac;ademy of Sciences-Na .. 
tional Research Council 
postdoctoral fellowship . . . 
did research as postdoc. 
tor al fell ow at Salk Ins ti· 
tute for Biological Stud· 
ies, San Diego. 
Dr. Donald W. Hainey, 44, 
professor of English, chair· 
m a n, interdepartmental 
committee on compara-
tive literature. MA and 
PhD, USC; undergraduate 
degrees from Pasadena 
City College, University of 
Redlands and U.S. Mer-
chant Marine Academy at 
Kings Point, N. Y. . . . spe· 
cialist in comparative lit-
erature . . . Fulbright lee. 
turer at University of Bal· 
ogna and the University 
Institute of Venice . . . re· 
cipient of research grants 
from American Philosophi· 
cal Society and Council of 
Learned Societies . . . Phi 
Beta Kappa comes 
from University of Utah. 
Dr. C. Einar Hille, 71, sen· 
ior lecturer of mathemat· 
ics, professor emeritus, 
Yale University. Educated 
at Stockholm University 
. . . internationally honored 
for achievements in sci-
ence and mathematics ... 
(Continued on Next Pagel 
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named Knight of Sweden's 
0 rd er of the North Star, 
1951 . . . has edited two 
journals of mathematics 
and served as visiting pro-
fessor and Fulbright lec-
turer at Stanford, the Uni-
versity of Chicago, Paris, 
Nancy, Mainz, Stockholm, 
Uppsala, Tate Institute and 
Australian National Uni-
versity. 
John W. Huddleston, 27, as-
sociate in English, direc-
tor of Subject A. BA with 
honors and MA, UCLA ... 
has been a teaching ·assist-
ant at UCLA while parti-
cipating in PhD program 
there . . . dissertation in 
Shakespearan Studies now 
being researched. 
Albert M. Irwin, 47, asso-
ciate supervisor of physi-
cal education, filrector of 
aquatics. BA, College of 
the Pacific . . . graduate 
work at USC and Calif or-
rlia State Colleges at Long 
Beach and Fullerton . .. 
formerly football, w a t e r 
polo and swimming coach 
at Orange Coast College 
. . . his OCC swim teams 
won s e v e n consecutive 
league championships dur-
ing his eight year tenure 
for 94-24 record, finished 
second in state Junior Col-
lege championships in 1964 
water polo teams com-
piled 136-7 4 record with 
two championships . . . be-
tween 1948-56 at Newport 
Harbor High his record as 
swim coach was 205-41, in-
cluding 14 league cham-
pionships, two CIF cham-
pionships. 
Dr. David Isaacs, 45, as-
sistant professor of elec-
tric a 1 engineering. BS, 
Case Institute of Technol-
ogy, Ohio; MS, University 
. . . during two summers of 
doctoral studies did re-
search on guidance and 
control systems for Doug-
las Aircraft Co. 
Dr. Jon S. Jacobson, 27, as-
sistant professor of his-
tory. BA with honors, MA 
and PhD, UC, Berkeley ... 
recipient of four under-
graduate scholarships, fac-
ulty fell ow, 1955 . . . has 
been teaching assistant at 
Berkeley. 
Dr. Gerhard K. Kalisch, 50, 
professor of mathematics. 
BA, MA, University of 
Iowa; PhD, University of 
Chicago . . . specialist in 
functional analysis . . . has 
collaborated f o r many 
years in research and -writ-
ing with Professor Bernard 
R. Gelbaum and contribu-
ted numerous scientific ar-
ticles . . . formerly of Uni-
versity of Minnesota, Cor-
nell U., the University of 
Kansas and the Institute 
for Advanced Study at 
Princeton. 
Dr. Donald R. Kaplan, 27, 
assistant professor of bio-
logical sciences. BA with 
highest distinction, North-
western University; PhD, 
UC, Berkeley, where he 
has been a teaching as-
sistant . . . Phi Beta Kap-
pa, Sigma Xi . .. . Evans 
Scholar of Year award, 
1960 . . . NSF summer fel-
low, postdoctoral fellow, 
John and Elliott Wheeler 
University fellow. 
Dr. Sheen T. Kassouf, 37, 
assistant professor of eco-
nomics. BS and PhD (May, 
Jt'.1965), Columbia Universi-
ty served as invest-
ment counselor and editor 
of weekly letter for Ana-
lytic Investors, Inc., while 
working on doctorate . . . 
has been a draftsman, pub-
lishing house supervisor 
and manager and techni-
cal illustrator. 
Dr. James A. Kearns, 42, 
lecturer, psychology. BA, 
MA, Montclair State Col-
lege~ PhD, Columbia U~i-
search Education . . . for-
merly with Rutgers Uni-
versity. 
Dr. Stuart M. Krassner, 30, 
assistant professor of bio-
logical sciences. BS, Brook-
lyn College; ScD, Johns 
Hopkins Up.iversity . . . has 
been a research fell ow for 
the Rockefeller Institute 
and a lab instructor and 
technician at Johns Hop-
kins University. 
Dr. Alice M. Laborde, 37, 
assistant p r o f e s s o r of 
French. BA with honors, 
MA and PhD, UCLA . .. 
has been an assistant in 
French at UCLA . . . Phi 
Delta Phi. 
Dr. Richard Alan Lawson, 
31, acting assistant prof es-
sor of history. BA, Brown 
University; MA, Universi-
ty of Wisconsin and PhD, 
University of Michigan 
(June, 1965) . .. recipient 
of Edward S. , Beck Amer-
ican History Scholarship, 
Rackham summer predoc-
toral and postdoctoral fel-
lowships. 
Dr. Arnold Lebow, 33, as-
sistant professor of mathe-
matics. BS, MA, Wayne 
State University; PhD, 
University of Michigan ... 
formerly was a teaching 
fellow at the University of 
Michigan and an assistant 
professor at New York 
University. 
Dr. Edward K. C. Lee, 30, 
assistant p r o f e s s o r of 
chemistry. BA, Kansas 
Wesleyan University; Ph-
D, University of Kansas 
. . . attended School of En-
gineering, Seoul National 
University . . . Phi Beta 
Kappa, Sigma Xi . . . win-
ner Pan American Petro-
leum Foundation Fellow-
ship . . . specialty is radio-
chemistry and chemical 
kinetics. 
Dr. John D. Lindberg, 43, 
assistant professor of Ger-
man. BA, MA and PhD, 
UCLA, summa cum laude 
. . . attended schools in Vi-
1956 . . . Phi Beta Kappa 
formerly of Pomona 
College. 
Dr. George S. McCarty, 39, 
assistant professor of math-
ematics. BA, UC, Berke-
ley; MA and PhD, UCLA 
. . . Sigma Xi, Pi Mu Epsi-
lon . . . comes from Har-
vey Mudd College where 
he has been an assistant 
professor and engaged in 
research on a National 
Science Foundation grant. 
Dr. Calvin S. McLaughlin, 
29, assistant professor of 
biochemistry. BA, King 
College; PhD, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technol-
ogy . . . received American 
Cancer Society fellowship 
for postdoctoral work in 
nucleic acid biochemistry 
at the Institut de Biologie 
Physico - C h i m i q u e, 
France : formerly teach-
ing assistant at MIT. 
Jam es McMichael, 26, as-
sistant professor of Eng-
lish. BA, UC, Santa Bar-
bara; PhD expected in fall 
from Stanford University 
where he has been a teach-
ing assistant . . . winner of 
A c a d e m y of American 
Poets Prize, 1964, Wallace 
E. Stegner Creative Writ-
ing Scholarship, 1963 - 64, 
Woodrow Wilson Fellow-
ship and Woodrow Wilson 
Dissertation Fellowship. 
Dr. Robert Maltz, 26, as-
sistant professor of math-
ematics. BS, California In-
stitute of Technology; MA 
and PhD, UCLA ... award-
ed Fulbright grant to study 
in Paris at Institut Henri 
Poincare . . . formerly re-
search and teaching assist-
ant at UCLA and assistant 
professor, San Diego State 
College. 
Dr. Alexei A. Maradudin, 
33, professor of physics. 
BS with honors and MS, 
Stanford University; PhD, 
University of Bristol, Eng-
land, where he was a Mar-
shall Aid Commemoration 
Commission scholar .... 
w i t h Westinghouse Re-
bs since 1960 as 
Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi ... 
author of numerous scien-
tific articles . . . formerly 
research professor, Uni-
versity of Maryland and 
consultant for General Mo-
tors research and semi-
conductor Branch of U.S. 
Na val Research Lab. 
Dr. Arthur J. Marder, 55, 
professor of history. BA, 
MA and PhD, Har\liard ... 
has held tlilique rank of 
senior professor at Univer-
sity of Hawaii . . . author-
ity on British naval his-
tory, noted for courses in 
history of western civiliza-
tion, recipient of three Gug-
genheim Fellowships .... 
awarded the American 
Historical Association's 
George :,Ouis Be·e:. prize 
. . . author of "The Anat-
omy of British Sea Pow-
er," "Portrait of an Ad-
miral," "Fear God and 
Dread Nought" a:-id "From 
the Dreadnought to Scaipa 
Flow." 
Mehli Meta, 57, lecturer in 
music, conductor of Uni-
versity Orchestra. Educat-
ed at Trinity College of 
Music, England and Syden-
ham College, Bombay, In-
dta ... came to U. S. in 
1959 . . . one of the found-
ers of the Bombay Sym-
phony and has been con-
ductor of the UCLA Or-
chestra . . . a violinist and 
virtuoso conductor, h a s 
p 1 a y e d and conducted 
works by composers from 
the 17th to the 2oth cen-
turies . . . formerly with 
faculty of the New School 
of Music, Phiiladebp!hia ... 
his son, Zubin, conducts 
the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic Orchestra. 
Alan J. Miller, 30, assist-
ant professor of psychol-
ogy. BA and MA, Califor-
nia State College at Long 
Beach; PhD expected in 
1965 from University of 
Colorado . . . recipient of 
NIMH predoctoral fellow-
ship . . . has been a teach-
ing assistant at Colorado. 
Dr. Harold W. Moore, 29, 
assistant p r o f e s s o r of 
versity of Illinois . . . has 
b e e n research organic 
chemist with' Dr. K a r 1 
Folkers group at Stanford 
Research Institute since 
1963. 
Dr. Keith L. Nelson, 33, 
assistant professor of his-
tory. BA, MA, Stanford 
University; PhD, UC, Ber-
keley . . . also studied at 
Free University, Berlin. 
Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Al-
pha Theta . . . recipdent of 
Kendrick Memorial Schol-
arship, Stanford Honors 
Fellowship, Rotary Inter-
national Fellowship ... for-
merly of Universdty of Tex-
as. 
Deane E. Neubauer, 28, act-
ing assistant professor of 
political science. BA, UC, 
Riverside, now studying at 
Yale University . .. recipi-
ent of Fulbright grant, 
Woodrow Wilson scholar-
ship and Falk Foundation 
honors . . . has been re-
search assistant at Yale 
and UC, Riverside. 
Dr. Spencer C. Olin Jr., 28, 
assistant professor of his-
tory, coordiniat01r of aca-
demic advising. BA, Po-
mona College; MA and 
PhD, Claremont Graduate 
School . . has been in-
structor in history at Po-
mona College. 
Dr. John R. Pellam, 50, 
professor of physics . BS 
and PhD, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology 
where he served as a post-
doctoral research associ-
ate . . . a pioneer in re-
search on low temperature 
properties of liquid heli-
um . . . received Washing-
ton Academy of Sciences 
and Arthur S. Flemming 
Awards . . . Alfred P . Sloan 
Foundation grant recipi-
ent . . . member, Physical 
Science Panel (Woolridge 
Committee), Office of Sci-
ence and Technology, Ex-
ecutive Office of the Presi-
ident . . . formerly direc-
. tor of cryogenic research 
for the Garrett Corp., 
served ten years as pro-
fessor of ~h~sics and di-
years was with the cyro-
genics laboratocy of t h e 
National Bureau of Stand-
ards, Washington, D. C. 
... will establish a major 
low temperature lab at 
UCL 
Dr. Wihn A. Pelters, 28, as-
sis·tant professor of Ger-
man. Studied at the Uni-
versities of Kiel, Fribourg, 
(Switzerland), Ber Ii n, 
(West) Leeds (England) 
and Hamburg ... MA and 
PhD, Syracuse University 
. . . served as senior in-
structor in intensive Ger-
man at East European 
Languages Program at 
Syracuse and was native 
informant for NDEA In-
stitute, Hofstra University. 
Karl B. Radov, 27, acting 
assistant professor of eco-
nomics. BA, Oberlin Col-
lege, Ohio; PhD pending, 
University of Chicago . . . 
recipient of Brookings In-
stitution rese1arch fellow-
ship . . . comes from De-
Paul University where he 
was assistant professor of 
finance. 
Vera T. Reck, 55, lecturer 
of Russian. BS, Cornell 
University; MA, UC, Berk-
eley . . . attended Ameri-
can University, W a.shing-
ton, D. C .... has been a 
visiting lecturer at Port-
land Staite College . . . for-
merly was an ecionomic 
analyst with the Depart-
ment of U. S. Government, 
Washington, D. C. and 
Japan, and a research as-
sistant at the University of 
California. 
Lucien Antoine Rico, 29, as-
sociate in French. BA and 
MA, UCLA . . . formerly 
teaching assistant at UC-
LA, instructor of French 
for Peace Corps, Dart-
mouth College, N. H. 
Dan S. Rogers, 29, associ-
ate supervisor of physical 
education, basket-
ball co:ach . . . comes from 
USC where he was frosh 
coach ( 19-3) and assistant 
varsity coach in basket-
ball and ~ ewport Harbor 
member oi the USC basket-
ball team from 1955-57, 
broke scoring records, av· 
eraging 16.5 p e r game 
from guard position .... 
member of Fullerton Jun-
ior College state champion-
ships team. 
Dr. Howard .L. Rosenthal, 
26, assistant professor of 
political scie1lce. BS and 
PhD, Massachus{;tts Insti" 
tute of Technc:logy . . . re .. 
cipient of National Defense 
Education .Act Fellowship, 
Social Science Research 
Council Research Training 
Fellowship and, most re· 
cently, Foreign Area Train· 
ing Fellowship for West-
em Europe. 
Dr. Bernard Russo, 26, as-
sistant professor of ma the· 
matics, BA, MA and PhD, 
UCLA ... awarded Na-
tional Science Foundation 
Summer Fellowship for 
teaching assistants . . . re-
search and teaching assist.. 
ant at UCLA and Califor· 
nia Institute of Technol-
ogy. 
Edgar T. Schell, !J, acting 
assistant professor of Eng .. 
lish. BA, Temple Univer ... 
sity, Philadelphia, Pa. ; 
MA, UC, Berkeley, where 
pursuin.g doctoraitE now ... 
awaTded the Woodrow Wil.· 
son Foundation .and Ad· 
vanced Graduate Fellow· 
sihips ... has instracted at 
Temple U., Mills College 
and UC, Berkeley. 
Roland Schinzinger, 39, act-
ing instructor of electrical 
engineering. BS, MS, UC, 
Berkeley completed 
Westinghouse D e s i g, n 
School, University of Pitts· 
burgh comes from 
UC; Berkeley where he was 
a teaching fellow on a NSF 
Science Faculty Fell(!wship 
. . . member Tau Beta Pi, 
Sigma Xi and Eta Kappa 
Nu. 
Dr. Martin M. Shapiro, 31, 
associate professor of pol-
itical science. BA with 
highest honors, UCL A, 
PhD, Harvard .•. held 
Woodrow Wilson sclolar-
I . . 
' 
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in Comititutional Law at 
Harvard and Fels Doctoral 
Ditiisertation Fellowship ... 
Phi· Beta Kappa, Pi Sigma 
Alpha, Phi Eta Sigma • . • 
has taught at Stanford and 
Harvard. 
·Stephen Shapiro, 25, assis-
tant professor of English. 
BA, Brooklyn State College, 
••• completing PhD at Uni-
versity of W a s h i n g t o n 
where he has been teach-
ing a111istant ... received 
New York State Scholar-
&Hip. 
certificate in librarianship, 
UC, Berkeley . . . forroi=-r-
. ly chief of library service, 
California State College, 
Los Angeles. 
Raymond H. Thornton, 53, 
associate supervisor of 
. physical education, direc.,. 
tor intramural sports and 
recreation program ..... . 
comes from UC, Santa 
Barbara where he direct-
ed intramural sports, was 
assistant footbo.ll coach 
and head swim coach ... 
director of first All-U.S. 
Intramural Sports Tourna-
ment, 1962 . . . author of 
several scholarly articles 
on physical fitness ... PhD 
candidate at use. 
versidad Austral de Chile, 
Universidad de Chile and 
Instituto N acional. 
Roger Wagner, 51, lecturer 
of music, director of Uni-
versity Chorus . . . founder 
and director of Roger Wag-
ner Chorale ... returned 
to native France to spend 
five years studying in Par-
is, completing undergrad-
uate work at College of 
Montmorency and engag-
ing in research on church 
music at Dijon and Lyon 
. . . awarded Doctor of Mu-
sic degree from University 
of Montreal . . . orches-
tral conductor anti com-
poser of note . . . director 
of choral music, UCLA ... 
has conducted educational 
seminars in virtually ev-
ery state. 
Yale University . . . Sigma 
Xi . . . held U. S. Public 
Health Service predoctor-
al fellowship at Yale and 
USPHS postdoctoral re-
search fellowship at Clini-
cal N e u ropharmacology 
Research Center, NIMH, 
St. Elizabeth's Hospital; 
Washington, D.C .... comes 
from UCLA. 
Dr. Robert H. %ittaker, 
44, professor of biological 
sciences. BA, Washburn 
Munic;pal University of 
Topeka; PhD, University 
of Illinoh: . . . comes from 
Broo~·haven National Lab-
oratory, Long Islami, N. 
Y., where be has been do-
ing research . . . a faculty 
member at Brooklyn Col-
lege of the City University 
of New York for 12 years 
formerly taught at Wash-
ington State University 
and was senior scientist in 
the biological research laL 
of General Electric'-- Han-
ford o r Richland 
h 
We a e extremely pleased to , 
say 
TO THE-HARBOR AREA 
University of ~alifornia 
AT 
Our congratulations to everyone of the 
new students and all of the University 
of California, Irvine faculty members. 
It i a great ioy to us at ConneU Chev-
rolet to be able to participate in wel-
coming you into our community. 
University o C cago ; 
MA, University of Buffalo 
. . . studying for PhD at 
UCLA and has taught in 
UCLA extension. 
Dr. Otto Maurice Sorensen, 
38, acting assistant pro-
fes·oor of German. BA and 
MA, Stanford University; 
PhD, University of Wash-
ington (June, 1965) ... has 
been ac;sistant professor at 
the University of Kansas 
. . . also lectured at the 
University of British Co-
lumbia and instructed at 
the University of Washing-
ton. 
of numerous articles on 
management and comput-
er sciences . . . formerly 
at Stanford University and 
Carnegie Tech. 
Richard J. Triplett, 31, lec-
dation, Ford 
and Earhart Foundation 
fellowships and Colgate 
Alumni W a r Memorial 
scholarship . . . Sigma Del-
ta Chi . . . has been re-
search assistant, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. 
turer of drama. Educated Dr. Norman M. Weinberg-
at Calliornia College of er, 30, assistant professor 
Arts and Crafts, Oakland ; of psychobiology. BA, MS 
Chouinard Art Institute, and PhD from Western Re-
Los Angeles ; Los Angeles serve University, Cleve-
Art Center and otis Art land, Ohio . . . comes from 
Institute, Los Angeles . . . UCLA where he has been 
background in free lance a research psychologist 
work spans all areas of de- and postdoctoral fellow 
sign _ motion pictures, sponsored by National In-
Cl • • 
Health Service predoctor-
al fellow at Washington ... 
postdoctoral fellow at Na-
tional H e a r t Institute, 
Bethesda, Md. . . . Si~ma 
Xi, Phl Sigma. 
Dr. Daniel L. Wulff, 28, as-
sistant professor of bio-
chemistry. BS with honors 
and PhD, California Insti-
tute of Technology .. . held 
postdoctoral fellowships at 
Institut fur Genetick, Uni-
versitat zu Koln, Koln-LLn-
denthal, Germany and Har-
vard University. 
television, display adver- stitutes of Health ... at UCI Dr. James Yeh, 38, associ-
Thomas E. Stark, 21, act- tising art and the theatre. will seek to learn what ate professor of mathema-
ing assistant professor of brain mechanisms underly tics. BS, National Taiwan 
physics. BS and MS, Uni- habituation as ;_lrincipa! in· University, Formosa; MA 
versity of Michigan; PhD Juan Villegas, 31, acting as- vestigator under a three and PhD, University of 
expected this year from sociate professor of Span- year $54,917 grant from Mninesota . . . Sigma Xi 
University of Michigan ... ish. Educated at Universi- U. S. Public Health Serv- ... formerly of University 
comes from Western Mich- dad de Chile and Instituto ice. of Minnesota, Massachu-
igan University .. . special· Nacional, Santiago, Chile setts Institute of Technol-
ty is experimental atomic . . . has been visiting as- Dr. Richard E . Whalen, 31, ogy, University of Roches-
and solid state physics . . . sociate professor at Uni- assistant professor of psy.. ter and the Corant Insti-
formerly a project leader versity of Iowa ... former- chobiology. BA, Brown tute at New York Univer-
in development and de· ly at Wabash College, Uni- University ; MS and PhD, sity. 
sign, L e a r-Sigler, Inc., 1-~~-!!i!i!!!!iiiiiiiiiil!iiiiiiiil!iii!!iiiiiiiiiiii!!!iiii!i!i!ill!!iiliiiiiiiii!ii!!ii!!i!!!iiiii!!!!!!!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiii•~•iiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiii!iiw--11 
Laser System Center, and 
research and lab assist-
ant at Michiga.n and Wil-
, low Run Research Labo-
ratorie~. 
Dr. Robert W. Taft, 42, pro-
fessor of chemistry. BS, 
MS, University of Kansas ; 
PhD, Ohio State Univer-
sity ... authority m physi-
cal organic chemistry and 
has made many contribu-
tions to scientific litera-
ture ... noted for work on 
linear free energy corre-
lations . . . recipient of 
Sloan and Guggenheim Fel .. 
lowshlps, the american 
Chemical · ·Society Award 
in Petroleum and the Pet. 
roleum Research F'.mc! Un-
restricted Award ... comes 
from Pennsylvania State 
University. · 
Robert E. Thomasoi:, 56, a.5· 
sistant librarian. BA, Po-
mona College; graduate 
Dover 
Village 
"You Own The Land" 
PRICED FROM 
•21700 , . 
The Most · Luxurious 




Ptl.!hionitbl~ WeJteliH 4rtd 
'djaunt to Dovtr Sh~m 
Entrtmtt 
Small minimulTI 
monthly fee l'C!Y• all 
maint nan ,e. 
DOVER VILLAGE' CORP. 
1075 DOVER DRIVE 








Grows Your Local Chevrolet Dealer 
Our Facilities at Harbor an'd Baker in Costa Mesa 
are constantly ready to meet everyones automot-
ive needs. 
Connell Chevrolet Is· ·Geared To 
Our Area's o:ynamic ·future: 
"-QUALITY IS THE REASON WHY 
CONNELL IS THE PLACE TO BUY" 
2828 HARBOR BLV·D. 










DAILY Pi LOT PtlOTO ' 
A PROUD MOMENT: CONGRESSMAN HANNA, GOVERNOR BROWN, CHANCELLOR ALDRICH. PRESIDENT JOHNSON, REGENT CARTER AT UCI DEDICATION · 
A FEW SELECT 
MEMBERSHIPS 
S · L AVAILABLE 
Join your friends at beautiful Mesa Verde Coun• 
- try Club. Only a few minutes drive to our 18 hole 
championshlp golf course, considered to be one 
of the best tests of golf by the top Pros of the 
circuit. < Private Golf Memberships 
I 
Private Sw·im and Tennis Memberships 
Business Social Memberships 
Banquet LFacilities for 425 Persons. 
MEETINGS - SEMINA,RS - TRADE SHOWS 
SMALL SEPARATE D'INING ROOM AVA1ILABLE 
I C01MPLETELY PRIVATE I 
Restaurant and cocktaH facilities and a well stocked 
pro shop overlook this scenic course. ME,SA VERDE 
is one of the most pleasant areas in Orange County. 
Ask about our catering for parties and banquets., 
I DRIVING RANGE AND PUTIING GREENS I 
f'''µ'""'%'''''"".'"'""'"µ'''"''"~'"'~Bl'$M•:;";;'';;;~i;:::;;;::'•'~~~~\lrutr1~.'IT%'7©f\mBWfi&;rnon@?%%&1 
I MR. GORINA.C-Gen. Mgr. I 
P Kl 9-0377 irn i 3000 CLUB HOUSE DRIVE, COST A MESA I 
rea, we ave witn·essed the tremendous grow h 
this area, industry, popuialion and education, but the opening 
of the University of California at Irvine is the highest point . 
of prestige that we have received. W·e are pleased to We1 9 
come~ you to the Harbor Area. 
. "!: \ 
NGRATULA s. 
T • EODORE ROBINS 
FORD NEW CARS ;.. US•ED CARS 
3100 W. Coast Hwy. 
Newport Beach LI 8-3471 2054 Harbor Blvd. 
COSTA MESA 2054 Harbor Blvd. 
Phone 646-1644 Costa Mesa 646-1644 
,:. 
I University of Californi~ , Irvine, Edition/Ora1nge Coast DAILY' .PILOT 
Plan 
'Irvine Approach' Keeps Its Eye 
On the Forest as Well as the Tree 
TH E I RV IN E APs 
PROACH - "to develop the 
self-reliant, analytical, in-
volved mah." 
" . . . this statement 
may help serve as a guide-
line; a kind of forest to keep 
in mind as we all get to 
work on our several trees." 
-Jack W. Peltason, vice 
chancellor - academic af • 
fairs, me11age to f acuity 
July 16, 1965. 
FUNCTION: The Univer-
sity of Calliornia at Irvine 
b a university for the mod-
ern man. It confronts the 
prospects of the ne t cen-
tury th enthusiasm. It r • 
t 
c r ·e a t e the Renaissance 
man, even if we were able 
to define him. 
The modern man will be 
a specialized man; and this 
should in no way preclude 
his being a man with vision. 
We cannot hope and ought 
not to pretend, to commu-
nicate to any specialist 
more than a small fraction 
of the concrete knowledge 
in his field. 
The modern man is not 
an encyclopedia; he is a 
user of encyclopedias. 
We cannot hope - and 
ought not to pretend - to 
equip a man in any field 
with the knowledge he will 
need in that field even five 
years hence. 





What are the purposes and what will be the directions 
of learning at the University of California, Irvine? 
The answer is, of course, complex and subject to dif-
ferent interpretations. But there is a complete and 
well-organized statement establishing what Vice Chan-
cellor Jack W. Peltason calls a guideline. He notes 
that he and Chancellor Aldrich assume responsibility 
for it, that it represents the thoughts and work of many 
others, and that not all members of the faculty agree 
with or approve of the statement. 
and wrong, the significant 
and the trivial, the cheap 
and shoddy and that which 
has integrity and beauty. 
STRUCTURE: To accom-
plish our objectives of de-
veloping the self-reliant, an-
alytical, involved man, re-
quires a special attitude to-
ward the university by a 
special kind of faculty, or-
ganized into units promot-
ing "community," and us-
ing a variety of educational 
instruments. 
eral education, but lacking 
a common definition of 
what this means, and with 
numbers so large that fac-
ulty-student interaction be-
comes difficult, faculty and 
students fall back on the de-
partments where smaller 
numbers and shared inter-
ests make a scholarly com-
munity a reality, however 
narrow its focus. 
At UCI we have organ-
ized the College into units 
that reflect common inter-
ests larger than those of a 
single discipline, but small-
er than that of the whole 
world of knowledge. Each 
division is to haV"e semi-
nars, lectures, research 
projects, core courses, and 
educationally supportive so-
cial activities. Students will 
become members of aca-
demic communities w i t h 
broad enough bases to avoid 
mature specialization, 
t th a central orienta-
tbat a relatively 
ber of the tu-




and programs are built into 
the organizational truc-
ture. 
SCIENCE LECTURE HALL: IT SEATS 350 AND OFFERS UNIQUE ROOF PATTERN 
disciplines from each other. 
It should also make possible 
the better coordination of 
interdivisional programs. 
The deans of the divisions 
collectively make up an "ex-
ecutive-committee" of the 
college. Through the divi-
sions we hope more readily 
to coordinate activities than 
if we attempted to do so 
through negotiations among 
dozens of sovereign depart-
ments. 
We have adopted the divi-
lional approach rather than 
the creation of specialized 
units for undergraduates be-
cause of our belief that such 
a paration of the under-
sraduate faculty from the 
graduate faculty leads to a 
divorce between teaching 
and scholarship to the as-
advantage of both, and be-
cause the difference be-
tween undergraduate and 
graduate education is one 
acquired. We shall provide 
opportunities for students 
to demonstrate their abili-
ties, and will give academic 
credits for knowledge how-
ever it is acquired. 
We shall encourage stu-
dents to learn, and conse-
quently to acquire academ-
ic credit, by a variety of 
independent means: read-
ing and writing under fac-
ulty supervision, reading 
and writing on their own in-
itiative, working with mod-
ern instructional devices 
such as computer assisted 
programs, participating in 
educationally oriented ac-
tivities, involvement in all-
campus "conclaves". We 
shall, furthermore, encour-
age them to come forward 
for evaluation of the work 
they have done and the 
knowledge they have ac-
quired without waiting for 
th 
ment for all students to 
take certain English and 
foreign language courses 
does not result in all stu-
dents learning a foreign lan-
guage and being able to 
read and write English. And 
it is not too harsh to say 
that it has resulted in thou-
sands of students being co-
erced to take courses from 
hundreds of teachers who 
have been coerced into 
teaching them. 
We are aware that the 
desire for good grades is 
often the over-riding factor 
that determines how the 
best of our students spend 
their undergraduate years. 
They are smart enough not 
to take seriously the state-
ments of their faculty that 
grades are not as important 
as what they learn since 
they know that this same 
faculty grants and recom-
To overcome this, we .will 
make it possible for stu· 
dents to take courses out-
side the areas of their con· 
centration for pass • fail .. 
Failures in such courses 
will count as failures in oth· 
er courses; but students 
who do satisfactory work 
will be given the grade of 
"P" that will not be count· 
ed in computing their aca· 
demic averages. 
SUMMARY: ... We care 
desperately about the indi· · 
vidual student who cares 
desperately about making 
sense out of his life. 
We want to communicate 
the sense that one is con· · 
stantly becoming, that no 
one arrives, and that the 
university experience is be· 
ing and becoming, n o t 
watching and waiting. 
We believe, finally, that-. . ., ____ _ 
5rue of!uxur'I Jlving 
AT COROLIDO 
APARTMENTS • CORONA DEL MAR 
BEAUTIFUL VIEW OF OCEAN AND MOUNTAINS 
LUXURIOUS 2 BEDROOM PENTHOUSES 
SMART 2 BEDROOM STUDIOS AND LEVELS. 
Some of the outstanding features include • • • 
9 Fireplaces for warmth and charm. 
9 Sundecks for sunbathing 
9 Fenced patios. 
9 Built-in electrical appliances. 
9 Heated pool 
9 Laundry facilities. 
CHILDREN O.K. 
FOR TRUE LUXURY LIVING 
4102 E. COAST HWY., COM 673-3371 
Octobe~ 4, 1965 
1831 NEWPORT AVE 
COSTA MESA 






WE BUY, SELL, TRADE, 
or guarantee the sale of your property at today's 
fair market. value. Many years in the harbor area. 
Call u.s for free appraisal or any real estate quea· 
tions, no obligation. 
WELCOME 
U. C. I .. 
Wuh U ... 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES 
SUNDAY A.M. 
9:45 SUNDAY SCHOOL 
I 0:45 WORSHIP and COMMUNION 
SUNDAY P.M. 
6:00 WORSHIP and COMMUNION 
WEDNESDAY P.M. 
7:30 CLASSES 
Cattail /), /)/) 
I 
D. THE GO GO SOFTY cZurcl Vf 
:~:·k '995 4 
~hi~: 287 W. WILSON ST., COSTA MESA ~~ 
Tigers Eye j!]i!j D. ·G. HURST, MINISTER r::i 
~~-..!llJl~~~~~~.._,~~~~~~,,,._,.-.,.,_.._."Vl~1 , 1Wi-L%2.'%,g-;t/;,';~!'1lliJ!i1\l%f6%1'%%f,l!l\'%%H'M!!i,,~B"'*-'i"1'7i?Kilii%\0.!''f'f1lW;,f,;:ct'IM&1~ 
University of California, Irvine, Edition/Otang8 .Coast DAILY PILOT Page (17 
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elordylan·d, the Stage Is Round CONGRATULATIONS TO .u.c.1. Hoyt's Harbor Engraving 
* * * * * * 644 W. 17th Street, Costa Mesa, Ph: Liberty 8·9379 
~ 
9 CUSTOM GUNS 
9 BLUING & RELOADING 






(Thru Oct. 15th) 
GUN SHOP 
CONGRATULATl.ONS 
upon the opening of the 
UNIVERSITY of CALIFORNIA 
IRVIN·E 
"Not by years but 
by disposition is 
wisdom acquired." 
• • • From Johnson's acknOWI· 
edged superior service f1clllti11 
• • • and more competitive !Us-
ing rates. 
Choose any make or mOdel to mttt 
your requirements. 
900 W. coast Hwy. Newport aeacll 





U1-11LY t'1L.VI rt1VT0 DAILY PILOT PHOTO 
The 
Bookstall 
WHERE - you will find the most com-
plete selection of books in the U.C.I. 
area. 
~ WHERE - books are shelved by subject ~ and are easy to find. ~ WHERE - thousands of quality and pop-~ ular paperback titles are in stock. 
WHERE - if we don't have it, we'll or-
der it. 
We specialize in Pap,erbacks 
The 
BOOKSTALL 
333 E. 17th ST., COSTA MESA 
10 A.M. • 9 P.M. Mol'\. thru Sat. 548-4611 
ON FILE: DEAN McCULLOCH SEEKS ONE OF 93,000 MANY HUES: MAGAZINES FROM ALL OVER WORLD 
Shirley J, Brooke 
N.Y.U.-8.S. 
F.S.U.-M.S. 
Phyllis J. Jackson 
U.C. L.A.-B.A., 
M.S. 
DAILY PILOT PHOTO 
STUDENT VIEW~ SCIENCE LECTURES ON _ REVOLVING STAGE FROM UP ABOVE 
For Investment Banking 
and Securities Services Geared 
to the Challenging Growth Potential 
of the Famous Orange Coast Area 
See .. . Glore Forgan, Wm. R. Staats Inc. 
(Represents a Combined Total of 125 Years Experience in the Investment Field) 
These Services Offered You at Our Two Orange County Offices: 
Instantaneous Direct New York Stock Exchange Visual Tape Reports; 
Quotron Printed or Visual Reports; Dow-Jones News Service, 
And Complete Customer Reference Library 
For 
MUTUAL FUNDS •.. STOCKS and BONDS ••• TAX-FREE BONDS 
Call or Visit Us At 
LAGUNA HILLS - 23529 Calle De La Louisa - Phone 837-1770 
ORANGE - 30 Union Bank Square - Phone 547-7751 
GLORE FORGAN, WM. R. STAATS INC. 
Member: New York , American, Midwest, F'acific Coast Stock Exchanges 
Offices in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and 20 Other Cities 
Page. J 8 University of California, Irvine, Edition/Orange Coast DAILY r PILOT October 4, 1965 
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ATURAL SCIENCE BUILDING: FIVE STORIES OF LABS AND CLASSROOMS 
ay's Students 
They Admire Kennedy, But 
Realism ls Word for Today 
n gathering material for 
his sue:cial e d i t i o n, the 
AILY PILOT's Charles H. 
Loos and Mary Lynn Hart-
man interviewed, chatted 
with, and just listened to a 
substantial cross-section of 
UCl's first student body. 
This is their report on those 
student.s. 
* * * The sometimes uneasy 
partnership which makes 
up any university · is com-
plete now - the students 
are here. 
It is a. four-way partner· 
ship: students, faculty, ad-
ministration and commun-
ity. Much has already been 
more clearly defined. They 
know where they are going 
and, barring catastrophe, 
are determined to get there. 
- And because these 
goals are very personal, 
many students seem to view 
higher education largely in 
terms of cold, hard, prac-
tical realities - what it will 
do for them as individuals. 
But don't let that fool you. 
They are not completely 
without idealism. Indeed, 
many will tell you, in their 
fashion, that they believe 
there is more hope today for 
the future of mankind than 
into graduate school, Viet-
nam, budgeting their time, 
clothes and world peace are 
a few of the items. 
Politics? 
They are far more aware 
and probably better inform· 
ed about national and inter-
national politics than most 
people were in college, but 
local politics leave them 
cold. 
Today's student is nof. 
afraid of change. In fact, he 
sees plenty of room for it. 
But, in general, he is con-
tent enough with the exist-
in olitical s stem and ap· 
DAILY PILOT PHOTOJ 
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generalize about UCI stu- person can do about chang- apprehensive. 
dents vintage 1965. Perhaps ing the world. Quipped one coed: "Can 
it is even presumptuous. - The problems of the you imagine starting out at 
However, there are some Negro - in the South and in 
observations which can be south Los Angeles - have a college where there are 
made with some degree of served to bring idealism in- no other students who can 
safety. Here goes: to sharp focus. Today's col- tell you who the good pro-
foday ' s .students are bet- lege students are asking fessors are and what the 
ter prepared for college than some hard questions, for ex- snap courses are?'' 
today's adults and young ample, about what has hap- "It's staggering," she said 
adults were and they will pened to the American ideal with a laugh. 
work. harder to get tpeir of equal opportunity. For the most part, though, 
degrees . -They will have to - With few exceptions, the questions go deeper than 
- there is more to learn and UCI students hold deep ad- that - Will UCI live up to 
the competition is stiffer. miration for the late John expectations? Will the facul-
The "gentlemanly C" ~s a F . Kennedy. ty and administration look 
thing of the past. - But students will tell you upon students as they say 
- ·A surprising number of - that, to them, he was a per- they will? 
UCI's charter students, even son - not just_ a great white There is an awareness 
at the freshman level , al- father who lived in a big among UCI's charter stu-
ready are planning to at- white house in Washington. dents that the answers to 
. tend gradµate s·chool. What do today's students these questions rest, per-
- For the ·most part,- the worry about? haps as never before, with 
goals of today's students are Grades, social life, getting them. 




Life Underwriting ••• Group ••• Accident • •• Sickness 9 •• Pension and 
Profit Sharing Plans 
LET US ANAL VZE YOUR INSURANCE PROGRAM 
JUST CALL 
675 .. 1550 or 549 .. 1188 
OR STOP IN 
sos 30th NEWPORT BEACH 
The b·9 ne broke lat 
on the afternoon of Friday, December 11, 1959, when the PILOT 
(then a twice-weekly paper) proudly ran off an extra announc-
ing: "IT'S OFFICIAL; UC COMING HERE! Regents Accept Irvine 
Offer, Final Negotiations to Beg in." 
e share the t r. rill 
of UCl's dedication in June, 1964 A special DAILY PILOT dedica-
tion issue presented the new university, its administrators and 
faculty leaders and their exciting plans to the people of the 
Orange Coast. 
And now, as UCI be9ins 
it_ productive life, the DAILY PILOT is proud to have the oppore 
tunity to serve the University's students, faculty and staff, as 
residents and as readers. 
We will, of course, provide them with all the normal, useful 
services of a good daily newspaper: with the news and pictures 
of their community and of the world; with editorials and com-
ic strips; with social notes and stock reports; \Alith sport news 
and grocery prices; with column iits and classified ads; with news, 
opinion, information and entertainment for their daily use and 
enioyment. 
But, most of all 
the DAILY PILOT will seek to serve the UCI community, as it 
seeks to serve all of the Orange Coast community, with spirit, 








Initial enrollment: 1,570 
students in September, 1965, 
First employe: L. E. Cox, 
who became head of UCI 
business activities in July, 
1961. His title was later 
changed to vice chancellor 
for business and finance. 
FIRST SCHOLARSHIP: 
Donated by Fine Arts Pa-
trons of Newport Beach 
for undergraduates w h o 
show promise as artists. 
Nickname: ''Buffaloes?'' 
"Bears?" ''Toros?" "Ran-
cheros?" Nobody knows. 
Selection will be up to 
charter students. 
ALUMNI: None, of 
course, but alumni of other 
UC campuses living in Or-
ange County have "adopt-
1iews Will Fly 
At UCI 'Con lave' 
Once each quarter, classes 
at UCI will be suspended 
for a day or two while stu-
dents, faculty and, perhaps, 
some speakers from outside 
the university itself, partic-
ipate in some thought-pro-
voking give and take on con-
temporary issues. 
The quarterly event al-
ready has been dubbed the 
"UCI Conclave." Its pri-
mary aim is to promote in-
tellectual dialogue between 
students and faculty. 
The first conclave is sche-
duled Oct. 27. The question, 
appropriately for the n e w 
campus, is "What is A Uni-
versity?" 
Format for the conclave, 
generally, will include ad-
dresses bringing out sever-
1 
al points of view on the 
question at hand. Speakers 
appearing before a general 
meeting of students and fac-
ulty will set the tone for the 
conclave. Later, students 
and faculty will meet in 
smaller groups for what UCI 
officials hope will be some 
stimulating discussions . 
,' ' I ~·~~ L·· .. < • "' 
,1-IDf' at the .•. 
Jamaica Inn Corona del Mar 
FOOD & GROG 





RESE VATIONS ACCEPTED 
FRESH SHELL FISH BAR 
NIGHTLY FROM S P.M. 
DANCING NIGHTLY 
ORiole 3-1 180 
BANQUETS e SPECIAL PARTIES e AMPLE FREE PARKING 
NOW ... the Newpo t eac Tennis Club 
Comes 0 th~ 
51-0-acr·e-s- waq1urcnasea oy 
UC regents in January 1964 
for $6,500 an acre. 
Faculty: Initial staff of 
118. 
Library: Basic 92,000 vol-
umes in 1965; estimated 250,· 
000 by 1970; 500,00 by 1975. 
How to get there: En-
trance to campus is by Uni-
versity Drive off McArthur 
Boulevard just south of Pal-
isades Road. 
Alma Mater: Words, mus-
ic already submitted by 
Frederick M. Barnes of Cor-
ona del Mar. Subject to ap-
proval by c h a r t e r stu-
dents. 
UC: Established at Berk-
eley, 1868. 
; '\:: ~~~ :~~~.~~~;.··:: ·.~, ·>:. ·~ .. ·-r.-::-.1! '-:,. \ ~. t, - ·~ t~~ ,·, ~>:. ' .· -.. '~-; ! . _·: 
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By R. J. Wigmore 





Now the Newport Beach Tennis Club •• ~ . the exciting new "Forest Hills 0£ the West'• 
has selected the Bluffs as the location for their $400,000 Club House, Oourts and complete 
tennis and swimming facility. . I This new addition to the Harbor area will be the first Tennis Club anywhere to offer club 
contgratu la+1ons to the house with bar and dining facilities with view to courts below. Twelve tennis courts, grand-
u · ·+ f C l'f . stand .... plus Olympic Pool Sauna bath and top flight professional and recreation director n1vers1 Y o a 1 ornia, will make this club the finest anywhere. 
Irvine 
on this distinguished 
moment in his.tory. 




2969 Harbor Blvd. 
KI 9-0391 
The Bluffs are pl"oud of this new addition to one of America's most exciting places to live. 
Stop by today and see the model homes .... find out about the Bluffs - and the Newport 
Beach Tennis Club. 
Bluff Prices start at $26,500 with Flexible Te.rms Complete Maintenance, Lawn, and Gar· 
den and Pool care also included under seperate Fee. 
9 FURNISHED MODELS BY VEE NISLEY NSID, PALM SPRINGS 
Take the Pacific Coast Highway 
South to the Jamboree Signal in 
Newport Beach. Go left on Jam-
boree to Ford CEastbluff Road) 
and go left to the Bluff Entry. 
PH 675-401 0 
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This is the Fabulous Location 
of the Bluffs ... color it IDEAL! 
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We at Costa M·esa Chrysler/Plyrilouth send out best wishes and congratulations to your faculty and students. We cordially 
invite each and every one of you to visit us at our huge new automotive complex. We're growing along with you. 
I 
:.1 
• • • ' • • • j • ~ • -
This is our new h"ome. Stop in today or at your conveni,ence and visit Southern :Calif ornias largest volume de·aler in Ch.ryslers, 
Plymouths, Imperials & Si meas, and where every salesman is 1. Experienced 2. Responsible 3. Courteous. 
EXPER1IE!NCE 
Each of our men is capable of handling every facet of the sales 
transaction himself. No need to talk to anyone else. Your sales· 
man writes the contract, arranges the financing, delivers your. 
car, HIMSELF! . 
. . . . 
. 
- . ·RESPONSIBLE. 
Our men have been hand picked for stability and reliability. We 
expect them to be with us for a long. time. Each is ii responsible 
membe:r ·of .the . community in which he lives. 
COURTEOUS 
,_ We are going to build the business on customer satisfaction~ We 
know that a happy ·customer will send his 'friends to us. Every 
customer . will be trieated with courtesy and respect • • • We 
insist on this! 
CHRYSLER - Pl.YMOUTlJ .. - IMPERl·AL .and SIMCA 
1929 Ha.rbof Blvd. · ·COSTA':· MESA ·: ... 
~ . . . 
. . . . - . 
··. ·-. 546~1934 
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